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Miura% Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 6, 1977
urray
In Our 98th Year
edger Times
Lic Per Copy Volume 98 No. 185
Architects Named For
Wrather Hall Project
By L. J. Hortin
Gresham and Kerr, John Keeling
Associates, architects of Paducah,
have been selected to "program the
renovation project for Wrather Hall at
Murray State University."
President Constantine Curris
received official notice of the
appointment from R. Clark
Beauchamp, Deputy Commissioner,
Executive Department for Finance and
Administration, Frankfort, Kentucky,
on August 3, 1977.
A copy of Mr. Beauchamp's letter to
Gresham and Kerr, fontws:
"Gentlemen:
We have been requested to program
the renovation project for Wrather Hall
at Murray State University. Your firm
has been selected to perform the
professional services on this project.
We will pay you a programming fee of
$10,000 for the initial phases of the
work, and we will set a lump sum fee
with you for the complete project when
you have arrived at an approved
program estimate. Please contact Mr.
Terry Parker, of this office, to set up
the initial meeting to establish the
design criteria for the project.
By copy of this letter to Mr. Bill
Bridges, we are requesting that he
issue a contract to your firm to cover
the work to be done."
The letter is signed, R. Clark
Beauchamp Deputy Commissioner.
Dr. Curris said he was delighted to
have received word from Frankfort
that architects had been appointed for
the initial phase of renovating Wrather
Hall and converting it into the Jackson
Purchase Museum. He explained that
the community had responsded to
Governor Carroll's request by raising
more than $20,000 by local contributions
for the project.
In accordance with the action taken
by the Board of Regents, President
CUITiS has indicated that $225,000 would
be utilized from the University funds.
Governor Carroll has indicated that the
state would financially aid in the
restoration and conversion to a
Museum after local funds were
subscribed.
County Judge Robert 0. Miller has
indicated that "up to 818,000" might be
available for the Museum from the
State allocation of regional industrial
development funds for the City and
County.
Mrs. Anne Wrather Hoke, daughter of
the late Dr. M. 0. Wrather, for whom
the "Old Normal School Administration
Building" was named, has contributed
$2,000 for landscaping the Wrather Hall
site.
Among the early advocates of
making Wrather Hall into a museum
were Dr. Wrather, C. Wesley Kemper
and the editorial staff of the Old College
News.
Public sentiment for ''saving"
Wrather Hall became crystallized after
the Old Training School Building and
Cutchin Stadium had been removed
from the campus. On May 8, 1974, the
"Ledger and Times," in a full-page
"guest editorial," advocated the
immediate restoration of Wrather Hall
and the conversion of the "House of
Murray" into a Museum or Heritage
Hall. •
In July, 1975, "The Old Normal
School Building" was added to the
National Reigster of Historic Places by
the U. S. Department of Interior's
National Parks Service.
On May 31, 1922, the sum of 9117,000
was contributed .by 1352 citizens and
residents of Calloway County and
tendered to the State Normal School
Commission as a gift to the State of
Kentucky for the location and
establishment of a State Normal at
Murray, Kentucky, under the
provisions of the Act of the General
Assembly of 1922."
Of this amount, $100,000 was to be
used for the construction of the
-Normal School Building" and $17,000
was for real estate which was to
become the original campus and site
for the new building.
This heritage home of Murray State.
now Wrather Hall, was completed in
1924. The first assembly in the "Normal
Auditorium" was held on July 25, 1924.
Max Hurt, Calloway County Library Board Chairman, presented Mrs. Jean
Blankenship with a plaque honoring her -dedication and untiring service" to




The Calloway County Public Library
was the scene of an appreciation dinner
held for Jean Blankenship and Fred
Schultz.
Mrs. Blankenship, who will be
retiring from her position as trustee to
the Murray-Calloway County Library
Board, tearfully accepted a plaque
inscribed "With Love and Appreciation
to Jean Blankenship for her dedication
and Untiring Service" presented to her
by Max Hurt, library board chairman.
For three years, Mrs. Blankenship
worked for the Department of
Libraries. In 1965, she began work as
executive director for the Amery .v1
Red Cross and administrator of
Calloway County Social Services Fut d.
At this time, she was appointed toe
library board.
She has served as secretary to the
board as well as secretary to the library
construction corporation. In addition,
she was director of the Intellectual
Winners of the first and second grade Summer Reading Contest sponsored b
y the Calloway County Public Library are
left to right jared White, son of Rev. and Mrs. jerrell White who read 440 
books, Melissa Gray, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Gray who read 530 books, Leslie Erwin, daughter of Mrs. Sharilyn Wise
hart and lames Erwin who read 507 books,
and Sandra Hutchins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hutchens. The four
 top winners are shown receiving their "I'm a
Reader" T-shirt as their reward.
inside today
One Section — 12 Pages
Murray State University Assistant Coach Jim Calvin
has resigned to take the dual job of athletic director and
head basketball coach at Amarillo College in Amarillo,
Texas. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story on Page
Six of today's edition.
hot and humid
Hot humid days and warm
humid nights through Sunday.
Chance of thunderstorms mainly
during the afternoon and
evenings today and tomorrow.
Highs today and tomorrow will be
in the low to mid-90s. Lows
tonight will be in the low to mid-
70s. Winds will be south to
southwesterly at 5 to 15 m.p.h.
today. The chances of

































Committee for the -American Library
Association. Through the years, she has
attended both state and national library
conventions where she has presented
programs having to do with the local
library and the library systems of
Kentucky.
In addition, she is vice-chairman of
the city-county park board, director of
the Humane Society and a member of
the governor's task force on emergency
aid.
She was accompained by her
husband, Macon, who was • personnel
director at Tappan, Inc. before
retirement, and her son Mark, who is a
second year law student at the
University of Louisville and his wife
Kathy. Mrs. Blankenship's daughter,
Mrs. Johnny Beth) Lovins is a teacher
with the Metropolital Nashville School
System.
Mr. Fred Schultz, who has recently
resigned his position as superintendent
of the Murray City Schools in order to
accept a position with the state
department of education. was also
presented an appreciation award from
Max Hurt.
Mrs. Schultz has served the library
board for many years In the capacity of
an advisor. He was also a member of
the library construction corporation.
Mr. Schultz attended the dinner with
his wife, Jo. Mr. and Mrs. Schultz have





David G. Sears was selected as one of
five honor students from a field of 75
high school participants and was
named Honorary Deputy Commander
of the US Army Armor Center while
attending Student Leadership Week,
July 24-28, at Fort Knox.
Student Leadership Week is
sponsored by the Second ROTC Region
to introduce students to a military
installation, Army life, and Army
career opportunities. Participants in
the week's activities were selected by
the chairmen of the Military Science
Departments at the 68 colleges and
universities offering Army Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
programs. Selections were based on the
students' academic standing,
extracurricular a,..tivities, and interest
in the Leadership program.
Aside from briefings and tours of the
post's facilities, students were matched
with officer "counterparts" for one day
to get a look at what an Army officer
really does on a regular day at Fort
Knox. They also gathered informatiOn
on the counterpart's background.
duties, etc., prepared briefings, and
preseided the briefings to other
students. The five students who were
judged to have presented the best
briefings were designated honorary
commanders.
The week's activities concluded for
Sears with the viewing of Basic Camp
graduation, where he was accompanied
by Captain Ellis L. Pennington, ROTC
Recruiter for the Military . cience- -
Department at Murray State.
Sears is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert Sears Route 5; Murray. and•
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Degrees, MSU
Summer graduates of Murray State
University were told here today that
"education can be any learning at any
level in discipline" as long as it helps
people keep their lives and their goals
in perspective.
Dr. John M. Bartholomy, president of
Drury College in Springfield, Mo., said
the question "Are you ready?" that
occurs suddenly to many graduates
should simply mean being ready to
learn and to use what has been learned
to make the most of the experiences
offered by life.
He urged the class of 458 graduates to
regard as education any learning
process that helps a person II )
establish a value system, (2) think
clearly, critically, and creatively, 3)
communicate ideas in varying ways to
others, ( 4) learn about self, others, and
environment and how the three relate,
and (5) develop a positive attitude
toward lifelong learning.
Bartholomy, formerly the vice-
president for university services at
Murray State, told the capped and
gowned listeners that they have seen "a
renaissance of value orientation" in
their lifetimes.
"You have lived through Kent State,
Vietnam, forced busing, Women's
Liberation, and Watergate with all its
complications.. You should be leaving
Murray State University with a greater
awareness of values and value systems
than my classmates and I ever
imagined."
He advised the graduates to strive
through continuous practice to
maintain the ability to think clearly,
critically, and creatively.
"The ability to discriminate implies
the development of personal
intuitions," Bartholomy explained.
"Insight, perception, and reasoning
lead to the capacity to differentiate
between real and imitation, fact and
fiction."
Being ready to communicate to
others means being ready for
disagreement, being ready to listen,
and sometimes even saying, "I'm
sorry," he said.
He described an educated person as
someone with more than a salable skill.
"An educated person is someone with
a wide background, built on a strong
foundation, with insights into self and
environment that can provide the vd,r
to a happy, satisfying, participating,
and contributing life."
Julie Cathryn Christopher of Murray
was recognized as the top student in the
class academically with a 3.89
standing. She was awarded the B.S.
degree with an area in medical
technology and a major in chemistry.
The other summa cum laude
graduates are Edna Joyce Orr of Grand
Rivers, who was awarded a B.S. in
library science. with a 3.88 average, and
Catherine Hogan Hillenbrand of
Louisville, who was awarded a B.S.
degree in nursing with 3.87.
The class included 183 bachelor's, 264
master's, 6 specialist, and 5 associate
degree graduates. Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, university president, awarded
the degrees.
Others who participated in the
commencement program included Dr,
Thomas B. Hogancamp, executive
director of the Murray State University
Foundation, who gave the invocation
and benediction, organist James R.
Wright, a Cahokia, Ill., senior who
played the processional and
recessional, and soloist Carl Rogers,
associate professor of music.
FACE LIFT — The Calloway County Youth Conservation Corps has been
working this week in the downtown area. The town "face lift" is one of the
summer projects the group will complete with their intentions being en-
vironmental improvement. These young men will be centering their work
between 2nd and 7th Streets and Poplar and Olive Streets. They plan to clear
all public property of weeds and overgrown grass and pick up debris. Pictured
left to right are: Willaim Hale, Monty Stom and Charles Scott
Photo by Jennie 8 Gordon
Bob Wynn, co-owner of Pagliai's Pizza; kicked off the Community Theatre's
membership drive Friday by presenting a check to the membership com-
mittee. Margaret Porter, left, chairman, and Lynn Houston were on hand to
receive his contribution. The official Community Theatre Membership Drive
- wiff be August 21 through August 26. During that wee-k, members of the Com-
munity Theatre Arts Association will be selling memberships within local
neighborhoods on a county-wide basis. It is our hope you will welcome these
membert and the Community Theatre Arts Association into Murray and
The Kentuc'ky Court of Appeals has
upheld a conviction in Calloway Circuit
Court.
The appellate judges upheld the
conviction of Jack Thomas for second
degree wanton endangerment during a
strike by the Tappan Manufacturing
Co. employes here. The strike coded
this year.
Thomas was sentenced to 90 day s in
jail and fined $500 by Judge James
Lassiter.
He was accused of firing a slingshot
with glass marbles as projectiles at
non-strikers. I,uis Maldonado was
reportedly struct in the forehead by one
of the pellets.
The appellate court, upholdmg the
Calloway Circuit Court, said it made no
difference whether one of Thomas'







By Abigail Van Buren
,977 by The Ch caijo Tribune N ̀r Nees Sy bd Inc
DEAR READERS: Last weekend I published 10 tips for
wives who want a successful marriage. Here are 10 for
husbands:
1. Don't ever forget her birthday, anniversary,
Christmas or Valentine's Day.
2. Don't keep talking about the beautiful young chicks
at work.
3. Don't pick up something to read when she's trying to
talk to you.
4. Don't ever bring a frieod home for dinner without
asking her first.
5. Don't use her car and_return it with an empty gas
tank.
6. If you know you're going to be late getting home,
CALL and tell her.
7. Don't try to melte her jealous.
8. Don't look like a slob all weekend.
9. If you know you're wrong, don't be too stubborn to
admit it.
10. Don't ever go to sleep without telling her that you
love her.
DEAR ABBY: I am 59 years old but don't look it. I
weigh 147 pounds and stand 5 feet 2 inches tall. I keep
myself looking nice and carry my yweight well. I think I look
a lot better at this weight than if I were to reduce and get
all wrinkled in the face and neck like lots of women I know.
I am divotced and have been going with Harvey for.a
year now. He is 50. He speaks of marriage and I am all for
it, but here is the catch. He says, "If you will go on a diet
and keep losing weight until I tell you to stop, and then
shoiv me your birth certificate, I will marry you."
Abby, I never told him how old I was because I never
thought it was important. Besides, we are near enough the
same age, and I look younger than Harvey. How about the
dieting part? Set me straight. I like him a lot.
HARVEY'S FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Better show him your birth certificate
first. It might not be necessary for you to lose the weight.
DEAR ABBY: My best friend is cheating on his wife and
he uses me for alibis so he can get away to be with his girl
friend.
He has a wonderful faithful wife and a beautiful family,
and every time I see his wife and children I feel guilty.
I hate to lose my buddy:s friendship, but my conscience
is bothering me.
What should I do?
ALIBI IKE
DEAR IKE: Tell your friend you're through being a
party to his fooling around. He may not stop it, but at least
your conscience will stop bothering you.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Decisions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, atimped 1240 envelope.
€011)11 131} Arlo lloor
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Your Individual  
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 7 1977
What kind of day will tomorrow
be? To find out what the stars
say, read the forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stellar influences should help
" you to advance your interests,
but do not overtax yourself. If
you can, devote yourself to a
creative hobby.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Prevailing influences indicate
the possibility of some decep-
tion ill your area. Be alert and
ready, to counteract with firm-
ness. Above all, avoid those who
have deceived you before.
JP.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Let others "be themselves."
The Geminian is usually a most
tolerant individual, never
trying to dominate others, but
such inclinations prevail now.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 00
While some changes are
taking place, the day, overall, is
beneficently aspected. Be
helpful in discussions and stick
with trying matters which still
need care.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
You may encounter op-
position in most unlikely areas.
Try to find reasons, and aim to
straighten things out but
-amicably.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -
Some contention in family
circles possible. Intervene only
where common sense dictates
but, even then, cautiously,
tactfully.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) dkrz
Some things which seemed at
a standstill can now be picked
up, brightened, advanced.




(Oct. 24, to Nov. 22)
Certain situations in your
social set can be used to further
your interests. An excellent day
for handling matters of a
confidential nature.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may find yourself in the
midst of controversy. Don't-let
it stymie your efforts. Rather,
get together with opponents and
use your fine gift of mediation to
resolve issues.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /tiniilf
Some confusion in day's early
hours can be cleared up if you'll
just bide your tinie. Influences
after noon will be far more
generous.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may have a tendency to
be too impressionable now.
Avoid becoming involved in
ticklish situations which could
disturb you later.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Cr
Tune is important, of course,
but don't let the thought of it
rush you into hasty moves,
decisions. Confusion will reign
if the guard is down.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect
and rarely tap all of your many
resources during a lifetime.
You have a dynamic per-
sonality, are usually vibrant
and,enthusiastic, but may drift
into moodiness at times. You
are a perfectionist at heart and
no matter what you undertake,
will do extremely well. You will
be happier in a profession than
in business, though your suc-
cess in that field- is not
precluded. You would make a
brilliant lawyer or diplomat; an
outstanding musician,
especially with stringed in-
struments) a deft surgeon, a
painter or entertainer Of note.




 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 8, 1977
What kind of day will tomorrow
be' To find out what the stars
say, read Mt forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A good day for handling
details ably, getting past op-
' position deftly and overcoming
inhibitions which prevent smart
thinking and action.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
The position of Venus
suggests that you stress your
innate artistry and create those
clever "twists" which make the
difference between the so-so
and top attainment.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21)
This should be a highly
.profitable day for those of you
who capitalize on your innate
imagination and originality. On
the personal side, emotions may
rise and fall. Tri to maintain
equilibrium and poise.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) et)
Stellar influences excellent
for constructive action. If
judicious plans have already
been made, carry them out
smartly; make some, if you
note a stalemate to progress.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ,1244g
Fine solar influences! You
should have a happy go of things
generally. Especially favored:
job and monetary interests;














Walking Tall - 8:15 Nitely
Walking Tall
Part 2 - 10:15, Fri., Sun. T'ues.
12:15, Thur., Sat., Mon. & Wed.
Walking Tall - 10:15mur.,Sat.,
Mon.& Wed. 12:15, Fri., Sun., Tuea.
e7)i.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Pi A
Benefits indicated if you are
alert, but opportunities could be-
lost through indifference or
tendencies toward extremism. •
UBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You have more working for
you now than you may realize.
A person of influence is working
for you in the background, and
you will soon profit from some
efforts you have long forgotten.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22: n
Be extremely careful to
differentiate between rumor
and fact, not to accept hearsay
as accurate information. Some
deceptive trends prevail.
SAGITTARIUS Xv •
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Mixed planetary influences.
Orient self carefully. A good
period for job arid financial
matters but unusual tact may
be required if perSonal affairs
are to run smoothly,
CAPRICORN Am k(
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) '4/ Oil
Rationalize, think things over
logically before making irn-
portant moves — and just about
EVERY rmove will be important
now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your senses, perception .and
spirits should be buoyed now.
You can do a great deal with
little material, with even less
than others to start with. Make
the most of a good day!
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Avoid a tendency toward
unconventionality. Don't join
those who are indiscreet or you
could become involved in
situations to be later regretted.
YOU BORN TODAY, ruled by
the Sun, are one of the most
dynamic of all personalities.
You have enormous pride
which, if working FOR you, can
lead to unusual achievement
but, if expressed in self-
importance, can lead to
arrogance and hauteur — with
the result that you will make
many enemies. You have a_
great love for luxuries 'and will
work assiduously to attain
them. Your talents are ipany,
but as an executive or
salesman, you would be tops„
Other fields in which you could
excel: the stage, the law,
writing. BIrthdate of: Conrue
Stevens, singer; Esther •
Williams, swimming and film
star; Andy Warhol, "mod"
painter and underground film
producer.
"YO-Y0 SYNDROME"
Too many people diet, then
gain, then diet again. Your
weight regularly goes up. and
down. It's hard on your body:-
Some doctors call this the "yo-
yo syndrome." If you're
overweight have your doctor• oluanavi






When I have through the
years, attended household
sales and hear Douglas
Shoemaker auction off ac-
cumulations of life times, I
have imagined him doing the
same for us one day. But
Douglas died suddenly one
day recently while preparing
for another sale.
He leaves many footprints
on the sands of time, for he
had crowded lots of useful
living into his 72 years.
At auction sales, I am
always reminded of the words
found in John 19:30 — "It is
finished" — for often the life
work of parents is finished.
Old homes are being emp-
tied of all the treasured
mementos, old school books
used by children long gone, all
the hard earned belongings of
life times of savings,
sacrificing, joys, and sorrows.
Finished.
Then I recall the words of a
song the Kings Sons sing: "It
will make my heart glad when
I leave all I've had, if I don't
leave behind some unfinished
task."
All ,the churches for miles
around' have been having
revivals.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church welcomes a new
pastor, George White, who




board on the fifth Sunday
listed $1,300 collection.
New Providence Church of
Christ has a new parsonage.
The former Debbie Kingins
and her husband bought the
old one.
Mt. Carmel's young song
leader, Tony McClure, makes
himself popular with the tired,
the aged, and arthritic, by
allowing the congregation to
sit while singing all the old
time hymns. A good idea for
all churches.
The already lovely home
known as the Esther Sigmon
place near Nest Concord, is
now occupied by Mrs. Ada
Cook and son, Frank, and is
being improved by the owner,
Mrs. Cook's daughter, Bar-
bara. She and her sister, Mrs.
Canton Roberts of Dearborn,
Mich., have been visiting and
working here recently.
The Terry Shoemakers are
now at home in the former
Robert Bucy house which has
been renovated.
When did we ever hear the
old song, "Be it ever so
humble, there's no place like
home." Crowds" now leave
home to visit the old
homeplace near the Buffalo
Ranch of Model, Tn.
Mrs. Phylis Nance of
Chicago, Ill., has been visiting
Miss Maud Nance of New
Concord. Mrs. John Livesay
has been sick.
So many have been sick I
could not count them. Myrtis
Stubblefield, Guy Lovins, and
Linus Spiceland have been on
the sick list, but are improving
hopefully.
Highways still roar with the
traffic, so people are still on
vacation.
Mrs. Cornelia Spiceland
Kirks of Fort Worth with her
son's family, Dr. Don Kirks of
Dallas, visited Kentucky
relatives.
Thanks to those who look for
my column, but this jiot,
humid weather makes a
pessimist of this Concorder.
One large carrot a day
provide all the vitamin A
you need.
XealtE-tiise
By Marylou Blosser, R.N.
A Beautiful Complexion
A beautiful complexion is
one that is radiantly alive and
clean. But it takes you to keep
your complexion alive and
clear.
No expensive cosmetic can
take the place of a healthy
complexion. Some of the im-
portant health habits you.
should make a part of daily
living will also help you have a
glowing, healthy complexion.
First of all. Diet. A well-
balanced daily 'diet will in-
clude green vegetables, pro-
tein\ foods, and fresh fruits;
with very little or no intake of
sweet or fried foods. Every-
thing you eat daily will affect
your complexion as well as
your figure.
Good nutrition plays a large
role in producing an attractive
complexion.
(a) The complexion of a
poorly nourished person is
very likely to be dull and life-
less.
(b) When foods eaten have
too little protein, minerals.
and vitamins, the red cells do
not have a normal amount of
red coloring matter, and the
complexion of the person may
be pale.
(c) Complexion disorders
appear early and more con-
spicuously in diet deficiency
syndromes.
Id) Overeating may"-preci-
pitate or aggravate skin erup-
tions.
(e) The complexion is sub-
ject to many influences. Good
nutrition, cannot completely
ensure a beautiful complexion
but without good nutrition, a
person is less likely to have a
beautiful complexion. A few
'beautiful-complexion foods
are spinach, kale, cantaloupe,
squash, yellow corn, carrots,
tomatoes, wheat bran, whole-
grain breads and yogurt.
Sleep is defined as a "state
of unconsciousness, or of par-
tial consciousness with the
body and mind at rest and
body functions suspended."
Approximately one third of
the normal life span is spent in
sleep. Refreshing slumber re-
news health and vigor, re-
stores a frayed temper and
helps to produce the pleasing
personality so necessary to
harmony and success in life.
Lack of sleep is one of the
enemies of beauty and a
beautiful complexion. When
you are tired you are more
likely to be irritable and
tense, and more prone to
show some of the less beauti-
ful side of your personality.
No one can catch up for lost
sleep. Plan your day so that
"Beauty Sleep" can relax your
muscles and refresh you. You
will wake up refreshed with
the energy to begin a new
day.
A communay ser.lco of If,. Health




The pairings for the In-
termediate Group of Women's
Tennis of the Murray Country
Club for play on Tuesday,
August 9, at nine a. m. have
been- released as follows:
Court No. One — Janna
Hughes, Nancy Ryan, Jane
Prince, and Sheila Grogan.
Court No. Two — Lynn
Stout, Lockie Landolt, Mary
Frank Valentine, and Janie
Ryan.
Court No. Three — Jean
Hurt, Marilyn Adkins, Nancy
Fandrich, and Vickie Miller.
Court No. Four — Charlotte
Gregory and Penny Cappock.
Use of eggs
Use dried or frozen eggs
only in foods that are to
be thoroughly cooked un
less the label states that
the product is ;ale to. use
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Carry Out Orders - 759-1114







(Free Re-Fills On Drinks)
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1-Bone New York
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=let COMIVIUN1TY
• Vaneass* .• CALENDAR
Saturday, August I
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a WKHA Horse Show
starting at five p. m. at the
club.
Saturday, August 6
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F. & A. M. will meet at Seven
p. m. at the lodge hall.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
program on birds at ten a. In.,
slide program on fish at two p.
n., and movie on geese at four
p. in., all' at Center Station.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven p.
relay races at campground
playground at 10:30 a. m.;
bead stringing at recreation
room at 1:30 p. m.; critter
hunt at 2:30 p. m. and critter
race at 3:30 p. m. at cam-
pground bath house; Junior
Ranger at campground bath
house at 4:30 p. m.; bingo at
campground amphitheater at
seven p. m.; square dance at
campground bath house at
8:30 p. m.
Sunday. August 7
The Rev. and Mrs. Calvin C.
Wilkins will have open house
in celebration of their silver
wedding anniversary from
two to five p. m. at their home
across from the Elm Grove
Baptist Church.
Sunday, August 7
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include visit to.
Center Furnace at two p. m.
and visit to The Homeplace pt
entrance road at 2:30 p. m.
Kaintuck Territory schedule
will be Don Williams at two p.
m. and five p. m. and Rambos
and Wendy Bagwell at twelve
noon and three p. m.
Neighbors Quartet from
Benton will be featured at the
gospel singing at the Blood
River Baptist Church from




Church Women will meet at
the home of Margaret Nell
Boyd .at seven p. m. with
Virginia Jones as program
leader.
Russell's *Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of







Discussion Group will meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. in. with
Robert Hart as discussion
leader.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. St
A. M. will have a call meeting
at 7:30 p. in. at the lodge hall:
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 -p. in. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray.
"Jesse Stuart Day" will be
observed throughout the state
of Kentucky and the Jesse
Stuart suite at the Murray
State University Library will
be open to the public from one
to four p. in.
Cordeliat Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p. m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p. in. at the senior youth
room of the church.
Work day from 9:30 a. in. to
three p. In. will be held by
liardin Senior Citizens.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon Wednesday at
Murray Country Club should
be made by calling Mrs. Allen
Russell at 753-2832.
Saundra Edwards, chair-
man of the hostesses for the
Tuesday, August 9
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Senior
Citizens with devotion at 10:05
a. m., activities at 10:30 a. m.,
sack lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30 a. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
First Baptist Church WMS
groups will meet as follows: II
with Mrs. John Keel at ten a.
m., and HI with Mrs. E. C.
Jones at two p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include hayride
and cookout will start at
Center Station at 6:30 p. m.;
macrame workshop at Em-
pire Farm from 9:30 a. m. to
12:30 p. m. ,
Wednesday, August 10
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Women Circles will
ladies day luncheon Wed- neet -as follows: Wesleyan
nesday at the Oaks Country with Mrs. Milton Jones at 7:30
Club, will take reservations. p. m. and Ruth Wilson at the
:church at 5:30 p. m.
Reptiles of area will be
viewed and discussed at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p. m.
Tuesday, August 9
Picnic for all persons in
eight Purchase counties and
four counties across the
Tennessee River will be at
6:30 p. m. at the old Cherokee
park on Kentucky Lake. Food
will be catered at three dollars
per person.
Lake Area Singles Group
will meet at the Bank of
Benton, Benton, at seven p. m.
For information call 753-0499
or 753-8933.
Freed-Hardeman Assoc-
iates will meet at th,
University Church of Christ
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. VVe start with lender,
•
fft• juicy chopped Sirloin.'
$.4 It's served sizzlin hotset 
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast A





Seniority Salute will start at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at ten a. m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p. m.
Wednesday, August 10
Oaks Country Club Women
will have a luncheon at noon
with Mrs. Danny Edwards and
Mrs. Emma Lou Story as
chairmen.
Ladies day luncheon will be
at Murray Country Club at
noon with Mrs. Allen Russell
and Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo as
co-chairmen.
Wedding Planned
Miss Deborah Li-nn Griffith
and Howard Aetesonie
Mrs. Juanita Angiolet of Mayfield Route Five announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Miss
Deborah Lynn Griffith, to Howard Newsome, eldest sort of Mr.
and Mrs. Audrey Newsome, also of Mayfield Route Five. Miss
Griffith is the daughter of the late Marvin E. Griffith.
The bride-elect is presently enrolled at Farmington High
School where she will graduate in 1978. She is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Drew of Hickory and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Griffith of Melber.
Mr. Newsome is a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is efhployed in the environmental controls shop at
Murray State University. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Conie Newsome of Mayfield Route Five and Johnnie Webb and"
the late Mrs. Webb of Cuba Road, Mayfield.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, September,2, at
7:30 p.m. at the New Home Baptist Church at Gob. A reception
will follow, at the Farmington Community Building at Far-
mington.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the ceremony
and the reception.
Coke Party In Honor
Miss Simons At Inn
Miss Marilyn Simons,
August sixth bride-elect of
Michael E. Konrad, was,.
honored with a delightful Coke
party in the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn of Murray on
Saturday, July 30, at ten a. in.
The gracious hostesses for
the event • were: Mrs. Rex
Alexander, Mrs. Bailey Gore,
Oaks Club Women To Hold
Play Starting On Monday
The women of the Oaks
Cotwdry Club will hold Its golf
club championship play on
Monday, August 8, Wed-
nesday, August 10, and
Friday, August 12. Play will
start at nine a. m. each day at
the club.
Saundra Edwards was
medalist for women's golf
play.on Wednesday, August 3.
Others named were Carolyn
Caldwell, second low; Mery
Bogard, low putts; Grace
James, blind hole; Doris
Conner, most fun.
A ladies day luncheon •'ill
be served on Wednesday,
August 10, at twelve noon at
the club with Mrs. Danny
Edwards and Mrs. Emma Lou
Story as chairmen of the




Shepard, Noble Story, Johnny
Stroup, Linda Drake, Stephen
Vidmer, Tilman Weaver,





Yancy Watkins, and Jerry
Shelton.
Mrs. William Furgerson, Mrs.
Jane Prince, Mrs. Kenneth
Smith, Mrs. Howard Koenen,
Mrs. John Winter, Mrs. Clifton
Cochran, Mn. James Frank,
Mrs. A. G. Wilson, 'Mrs.
William Ryan,-and Mrs. David
Gowans.
The refreshment table' was
overlaid with a yellow and
white linen cloth and centered
with a wicker basket con-
taining multi-colored summer
flowers. Smaller tables were
used around the' room and
they were cover61 with yellow,
and •white linen cloths and
centered with orange clay pots
containing bouquets of multi-
colored fresh cut summer
flowers.
A delicious assortment of
cheese balls, pizza squares,
miniature pastries and Cokes
were served from bamboo
trays at the refreshment
table.
The honorea was presented
with a set of red apple can-
nisters as a gift from the
hostesses..
Seventy-five persons were
present for the event.
Luncheon Will
Be Wednesday
Mrs. Allen Russell and Mrs.
S. M. Matarazzo will be co-
chairmen for the ladies day
luncheon to be served on
Wednesday, August 10, at
twelve noon at the Murray
Country Club.
Reservations should be
made by calling Mrs. Russell
at 753-2832.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames J. Matt Sparkman,
David McMullin., James
Greer, L. P*11aey, Robert
Farless, S. IC-Morris, Ottis P.
Valentine, Carolyn Woolley,
Billy P. Thurman, Al Kipp, L.
D. Miller, and Bobs Hottper.
Golf and tennis will be
played at 9:30 a. m. with Betty
Jo Purdom as golf hostess and
Carol Boaz and Jennye Smock
as tennis hostesses.
SHIP 'N SHORE
It's called Ship 'n Shore
Soup, but wherever you eat it,
this one will rate high marks:
Combine one can of condensed
cream of chicken soup with a
can of condensed 'cream of
mushroom soup ( both in 1031-
02. size) and add one-fourth'
teaspoon of curry powder,
then two and two-thirds cup
milk. Heat, stirring oc-
K:t..a„ • , THE FAMitY
was qine inches thick and was fsturteen inches.long. , • .
-"eveSTIcriew''
Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasuigarne, M D
'Lazy' Eye In Children
Q: Mr. Z. G. writes to ex-
press his concern about his
10-year-old grandson, who has
been found to have an eye that
is almost blind. He has been
crass-eyed to a mild degree,
and his parents thought he
would outgrow the crossing of
his eyes.
An eye specialist saw his
grandson recently and ad-
vised surgery but said that it
was principally for cosmetic
effects and that the vision in
the eye would probably
remain poor.
The grandfather wonders if
anything can be done to help to
restore the vision in the weak
eye.
A: I regret to advise you
that the damage to your
grandson's eye is probably
permanent and that surgery
will only correct his ap-
pearance. However, it is good
to remember that cosmetic
benefits are important.
Ordinarily, the two eyes
remain lined up and are
rotated simultaneously in the
orbit by muscles that are
attached to the outside of each
eyeball. When they are pulling
prOperly, each eye focuses on
the particular object that is
being viewed. If a muscle
imbalance exists, one eye may
rotate inward too much and
may produce a crossing of the
eyes. One may rotate outward
too far, resulting in a
-walleye."
Whenever one eye is out of
line, the child suppresses
vision in that eye to avoid
double vision. If he continues
to do so, especially when
young, the unused eye will
gradually lose vision per-
manently (a condition known
as amblyopia).
When this is detected in
KNIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Knight,
Route One, Box 394, Paducah,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jay Michael, weighing
seven pounds thirteen ounces,
measuring 20',2 inches, born
on Saturday, July 30, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Knight of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Melber of
Paducah. Great grandfathers
are Raymond Fielder and J.
E. Gray of Murray.
The father is employed by
the Keebler Company.
time, the child can be forced to
use the weak eye by patching'
over the good one, using
medicine, glasses and eye
muscle exercises, or by un-
dergoing surgery on the
muscles.
Therefore, a "lazy" eye
should be regarded in a young
child as a serioui problem and
should be treated promptly by
a phystcian, preferably an eye
specialist ( opathalmologist).
It's not a good idea to wait to
see if the child will outgrow
the problem.
Physicians are often asked
about how early the eyes of a
child should be checked for
vision. In general, such an
examination should be made
promptly whenever the eyes
are abnormal in their ap-
1. It is a good idea to carry
an extra supply of gaso-
line stored in a safety
can in the trunk Of your
• car.
• True False
2. There are certain times
when it is safe to oper-
ate an edger-trimmer or
lawn mower with the
safety gads removed.
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pearance or movements and
when any impairment of
vision is noted.,
Even if all appears normal,
it is wise to have an initial
examination as early as age 2
and not later than age 3 or 4.
The child is old enough to
cooperate, and any defects
can usually be corrected
before significant permanent
damage to vision has o('-
curred.
Other eye examinations are
needed as the child starts to
school; and in later years if
vision is below normal.
'Accidents may damage the
eyes of children. It is wise to
have any effects of an ac-
cident evaluated promptly by.
physician.
FAMILY DINNER




Even "no carrots" people
usually like these.
• cup fine dry breadcrumbs
• cup milk





2 eggs, slightly beaten .
1s cups grated (medium-fine)
carrots
In a medium saucepan over
low heat stir together the
crumbs and milk until hot; off
heat add the remaining in-
gredients and mix well. Turn
into 4 buttered 6-ounce custard
cups — they will be about 3,4
full. Bake in a preheated 325-
degree oven .until a cake tester
inserted in center comes out
clean — 35 minutes. Loosen
edges and urunold. Makes 4
servings.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers eh* Mae eel
received tbelr boese-delhared
may .4Th. Morey ledger
Tares by 5:30 p... Idea*.
FrWey or by 1:30 p. a. is
Seterdwrs ere weed to al
753-1116 betatron 5:30 p. re.
mid S p. a.,
or 3130 p S. mid 4p.
Seaways, is Sere delivery
of Me riewspoper. Cells meet
be pieced by 6 p... week-
days er 4 p. m. Setwarre is
pererave delivery.
Plant Sale
Red House of Crafts
Owner's Private Collection
This Friday 8, Saturday
At Sidewalk Sale Days
Efficiency Tips
To keep your electric meter spinning as slowly as possible while
maintaining a comfortable home, here are a few of the more im-
portant energy conservation tips:
1. Insulate. Ceiling, at least 6 inches with an R-villue of 19. Floor
and walls, 3"2 inches (R-I1) and vapor barrier.
2. Weatherstrip outside doors and caulk windows.
3. Install storm windows and doors.
4. When the fireplace isn't being used, keepthe dainper eloSed. —
5. Keep the heating and cooling system in goad condition.
6. Keep filters clean.. .
7. Use the least and coolest water possible for washing clothes
and bathing _Oodles.
8. Heat at 68 degrees. Cool at 78 degrees.
Apply these efficiency tips. They're conservation at its best.
And conservation is the way tiri control your total bill.
INCLUDES
Free
Soled Her end Drink
RUM N Try 5' Cone
LARGE CANTALOUPE—Christy Underwood holds this
large cantaloupe which was grown on their farm or'
Hazel Route Two. On the left is Herbert Underwood
farmer and father of Christy who is eight years of
and will be a fourth grade student at Southw
14 Calloway Elementary School this fall. The cantalow
7,11K, •
it p II A m _10 30 .m sat &sun. Staff photo by 4.4ichaef U S. •











They came from different
places by plane, car, bus,
recreational vehicle and some





Florida; Michigan and area
places like Murray and
Paducah were represented.
. There was joy at being
reunited. But there was also a
calm for those who have seen
life, then death more often than
most. Who are these people and
what are they doing at Ken-
Lake State Park this weekend?
They are representatives of
the William Mason Memorial
Hospital School of Nursing,
which existed here from 1915 to
1945. This unique and excellent
school had a staff including:
- Dr. William Mason, president:
Dr. Rob Mason, vice-president,
Dr. Ora Mason, director of
training plus eleven graduate
nurses and supervisors.
There was a three year
training program at the
hospital for the nurses with a
prime aim, the teachings of the
Seventh Day Adventist Church.
Thirty graduates of the
school met Thursday evening
for the third annual reunion of
the group in recent years. More
were expected to be here this
weekend to join with the other
families. Several were unable
to attend.
The lives of the group are
varied. Some have continued in
medicine, some manage
hospitals, nursing homes, one
teaches in a major medical
school and some are wives of
executives-.
This group has carried their
training to every continent.
During World War II graduates
served in both theaters of war.
Many have served and are still
serving in the mission field.
One returnee is enroute to
Malawi, Africa for a mission
post and others have' quietly
practiced in cities and small
towns.
They remembered the early
morning so many years ago the
hospital was swept by fire. It
was filled with patients and the
efforts of the nurses and staff
all were evacuated with no loss
of life. The late Walter Win-
chell, national radio figure,
cited this group for a national
bravery medal for this feat.
The meeting this week brings
this group together to visit but
they are bound by something
greater. Regardless of where
life has taken them or what life
has dealt them, they all show a
pride and dedication to their
training for the profession.
We are happy they met and
give .thanks for their service to
hunianity.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, August 6, the
.218th day of 1977. There are 147 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the atomic bomb
was used as a weapon for the first time
as the U.S. bombed Hiroshima, Japan.
On this date:
In 1806, Napoleon Bonaparte ordered
the. dissolution of the Holy Roman
Empire.
In 1825, Bolivia gained independence
from Peru.
In 1914, the United States offered to
serve as peace mediator at the
beginning of World War One.
In 1940; the World War Two Battle of
Africa began as Italian forces invaded
British Somaliland.
Ini.961, the Soviet Unieon's 'second
cosmonaut, Major Gherman Titov, was
launched into orbit around the earth.
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'Crime Does Pay'
NEW YORK — During the three
weeks since the great blackout of 1977,
mayoral candidate Mario Cuomo has
been asking a question that probes to
the core of this city's sickness: was the
police force restraint by a . no-shoot
order July 14 when the lights went out?
There has been no answer from city
hall or police headquarters. Cuomo's
questions have received little publicity
or notice, typical of forgivable
inattention as seven Democratic
candidates lurch toward the Sept. 6
primary. Yet the answer is important:
yes, police were under orders not to use
force against looters.
While not advocating bloodsnea,
Cuomo criticizes the city for the lack of
any plan to protect private property.
Inexcusable absenteeism by police
officers aggravated failure to provide a
back-up force of state police or National
Guardsmen. But Mayor Abraham
Beame, seeking reelection, points with
pride to the handling of the blackout
amid his journeys to Washington in
quest of more federal money.
The blackout disaster typifies what
ails the nation's premier city:
mismanagement at city hall;
Small Business Rejects Carter
Proposal For Standby Gas Tax
A large majority of the nation's small
business people do not like President
Carter's proposal for a "standby"
gasoline tax, according to a nationwide
poll conducted recently by the National
Federation of Independent Business
I NFIB,.
Through its official publication,
Mandate, NFIB polls its 515,000
members every eight weeks on issues
of interest to small business. More than
87,000 small businessmen and
businesswomen responded to the most
recent Mandate poll. Seventy-eight per
cent said they opposed the "standby"
tak, with 17 per cent favoring it, and
five per cent undecided.
In the State 2f Kentucky, the results
were 80 per cent opposed. .16 per cent in
favor and 4 per cent undecided.
The Carter proposal would add a five
cents per gallon tax to the cost of
gasoline each year that gasoline use
rose above a certain federally-
designated level. If gasoline use stayed
*under the designated level for any year,
the tax wogld drop five cents a gallon.
NFIB members also exprpsed their
L. ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, tolurnns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the'same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
-•‘?""ke
opposition to the Department of
Transportation's proposal to convert all
road signs to metric units by 1982. The
vote on that issue was 75 per cent
opposed, 19 per cent -in favor, and six
per cent undecided.
On three other issues, the
respondents were fairly evenly divided.
Asked whether they felt that highway
construction money should be withheld
from states that do not enforce the 55-
mile-per-hour speed limit, 48 per cent"
said they were opposed, 48 per cent
were in favor, and four per cent were
undecided.
Fifty per cent of those responding
said they were opposed to forcing
manufacturers of large appliances such
as freezers and air conditioners to meet
federal standards for efficient energy -
use. Forty-six per cent said they were
in favor, and four per cent were
undecided.
To. protect the nation against another




The Murray-Calloway County Swim
Association is most grateful to The
Murray Ledger dc Times; especially to
Mikv Brandon, sports editor, for the
excellent and efficient coverage given
the competitive swim program this
summer.
We had 87 children participating in
this, our second season, and maintained
a 4-4 record, of which we are quite
proud. Mike was an enthusiastic
obserxer at our local swim meets, and
he always reported the results
promptly and accurately.
vt6 commend your staff, and shall
appreciate your continued support as
we endeavor to promote this very
worthwhile, program which is available





Middle East oil embargo, the federal
government has set aside a five
months' supply of oil, known as a
"Strategic Reserve." President Carter
proposes expanding the "Strategic
Reserve" to a 10-months' supply.
Forty-eight per cent of NFIB members
said they were opposed to the idea, 43
per cent were in favor, and nine per
cent were undecided.
Bible Thought
But what things were gain to me,
those I counted for Christ. Philip-
pians 3:7.
Ttie best way to start the new year
is w,th Christ Our lord. He makes
all things new, let us serve Hum
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger St Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any Senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3.327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford •-
41073irksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Inlet
201 S. 3rd Strtet
sew.. eau
• K.AleVid.,_-n,cei
indiscipline and demoralization among
city employe; the reflexive call for
help from Washington. The events here
July 14 tend to justify the Ford and
Carter administrations' telling New
York to heal its self-inflicted wounds.
Furthermore, the blackout looting
has made crime prevention not only the
top issue in the mayorality campaign
but the only real issue. Considering the
fear induced by psychopathic killer
-Son of Sam," politicians agree that the
voters of the city are interested only in
officeholders who can protect lives and
property.
That may be why the early big lead
enjoyed by ex-Rep. Bella Abzug, the
candidate of the left, is disappearing.
Although Mayor Beame's feisty attacks
on Consolidated Edison's performance
in the blackout gained desperately
Lneeded support, he has leveled offagain. The beneficiaries would seem to
be Secretary of State Cuomo and Rep.
Edward Koch.
Koch, once considered a stereotyped
Manhattan liberal, now calls for capital
punishment and attacks "the nuts on
the left who dump on middle-class
values." His television commercials
have stressed law and order, a line
echoed by Cuomo is his newest TV
_ spots. But the 32 per cent undecided
vote shown by one private pollster a
month before election day suggests
Koch and Cuomo are not convincing the
electorate either. m
The way the blackout was handled
indicates why. Objective outside
sources with close police connections
say 8,000 officers failed to show for
emergency duty that' night. The
principal stated reason: low morale
and even lower sense of duty which
infects the city's workers despite high
pay and lavish pensions.
Perhaps another reason for the no-
shows was the standing order against
the use of force. While a bloody shoot-
out was avoided, there were no
provisions for water guns, rubber
bullets or other non-lethal crowd-
control devices. Nor was there a
mobilization plan for the National
Guard or state police to quickly provide
a depth of uniformed officers that
might have deterred looting. •
The result was a burlesque of law
enforcement that led to this often
repeated farce: badly outnumbered
police would chase looters from a store;
once the police moved on, the looters
would return to strip the store. So
Cuomo strikes a responsive note when
he calls the city's corrosive problem "a
growing expectation of impunity by
law-breakers operating on the principle
that crime does pay."
A New York Times editorial following
the blackout talked about "rage"
stemming from "the problems of race
and poverty." In fact, the real rage
here three weeks later exists among
ordinary -people — black and white —
who perceive their government as
unable to make sure that crime does not
pay. They see no civil rights issue in
rampaging blacks with criminal
records ignoring "soul brother" signs
in the windows of black-owned
businesses.
The "rage" of the ordinary people
has trouble relating to a typically
unenlightened campaign for mayor of
New Y-ork, Beame tells unconvinced
listeners that the call is on the way up
again. Even less credibly, Mrs. Abzug
promises she has the key to the federal
Treasury. Commercials show Koch
flailing away at all opponents and
Cuomo talking about his Italian
immigrant father's grocery store.
The people, Cuomo told us, are "past
cynicism." But besides cynicism, there
is naked fear here that the looters may
reassert their impunity some ordinary
evening at sunset without waiting for a
power blackout. If any candidate
actually convinces the city that such
crime sill not pay, he will be elected
mayor with the elements of a public
mandate.
Echoes From The Past tt,.11111% W1111)111
I Column of historical and genealogical.
anecdotes. stories and family notes.
Cemetery Project
The Kentucky Historical Society,
under the direction of Lewis Woods, has
started a tremendous project — that of
recording all the cemeteTtes in the state
of Kentucky, whether large or small.
Any of you who gave ever poked
through the underbrush, watching for
poison ivy or rattlesnakes while trying
to track a long-lost ancestor know just
what a job this is going to be. In some
counties, the wark'has just begun, while
in others many of the cemeteries have
been recorded and just need to be
brought up to date and put on the
topographical maps.
William Chescheir, who is' the field
man for this project came to visit me a
few weeks ago and asked that I take on
the job of recording the cemeteries in
Trigg County, since I had already
included maify of them in the Land
Between the Lakes book. I agreed to do
this, and found further that Mrs. Fred
Gingles had agreed to chair the
recording of the cemeteries in Calloway
County. Mr. Chescheir suggested that
Mrs. Gingles and I get together on this
project and pool our records, since I
had been working on the ones in this
county for about a year; this is what we
have agreed to do. Mrs. Gingles and I
will both gather records pertaining to
Calloway County and put them in book
form for the state recur/NIRO TOIrtiltr--"
- - - - a • -
interested family members who might
want a copy of this work. '
As I have done before, once more I
am asking for help in this project. If
there is anyone reading this column
who knows of a small family cemetery
on his property, even if you think that it
is well-known, please let Mrs. Gingles
or myself know about it. Or copy the
stones that are in it and make a little
map with the location of the cemetery.
We want this work to be as complete
and accurate as possible, which also
means identifying unmarked graves
whenever possible. Anyone who has
come here from Trigg County and who
knows of family cemeteries over there
will be of tremendous help to me if he
can let me know about them, also.
Some of the small cemeteries in this
county that I still have not been able to
locate are as follows: the to Minter
cemeteries, Blythe, Walker, Jones,
Harris, and Scott. Also, there is
supposed to be a Martin cemetery on
highway 94, which I have been unable to
locate. Anyone who can help with these
either drop me a line or call me at 753-
5136. This is a big project and one which
should be of interest to everyone who
has family buried in this county. Let's




The Murray State University Board
of Regents has authorized the
architects to make final working
drawings of a six-story addition to the
Fine Arcs Building at the university.
Army Privates, Glen T. Puckett and
David F. Towery have completed a
wheeled vehicle mechanic course at the
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Deaths reported include Miss Sally
Daniel, age 70.
The City of Murray crews will start
work tomorrow morning on the
preparation for widening of Main Street
between Eighth and Ninth Streets by
the Murray High School.
Mary Ann Melugin, Kathy Converse,
Debbie Edmonds, Cindy Alexander,
Kathy Ann Lockhart, and Kathy Crider,
cheerleaders at Murray High School,
won honors at the camp held July 30 to
August 4 at Old Miss University,
Oxford, Miss.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County Schools will open on
August 26, according to Buron Jeffrey,
superintendent.
Deaths reported include Guy Smith,
age 52.
Frank Hill and William Adams from
Hazel will participate in the annual
Young Farmers in Vocational
Agricultural Conference August 9 and
10 at the FFA Leadership Training
Center at Hardinsburg.
Rozella Henry who was supervisor of
schools at Fort Pierce, Fla., last year,
will assume -her duties as supervisor of
Marshall County Schools on August 15.
Friendship Night was held August 1
by Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of
the Eastern Star with Modene Grogan,
worthy matron, and Charlie Lassiter,
worthy patron, presiding.
30 Years Ago
Pictured today are the one hundred
and sixty Calloway County 4-H Club
boys and girls who attended the recent
county wide picnic held in Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Darnell, age 79, Walter L.
Marine, age 62, and John D. Russell,
age 87.
Dr. J. Lacy Hopson of Cadiz and Fort
Worth, Texas, will not be associated
with the Houston-WDevitt Clinic, Inc.
He will specialize in allergy and
internal medicine. '
New officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary are Miss Jackie Robertson,
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, Mrs. Haron
West, Mrs. Max Churchill, Mrs. Ronald
Churchill, Mrs. Alton Barnett, Mrs. A.
J. Childers, and Mrs. Charles Lamb.
The Jersey herds of G: B. Scott,
Garland Schmidt, Murray State
College, and W. R. Jones, Jr., have
been classified for type under the
program of the American Jersey Cattle
Club. -
40 Years Ago
All county high schools will open on
August 23, according to M. 0. Wrather,
superintendent. Classes at Locust
Grove, Hickory Grove, and Martin's
Chapel community schools will be
discontinued and these students will
attend the Murray State College
Training School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nina
Ross, age 37, Mrs. Lorine Wells, age 33,
Harry Patterson, age 45, Coy Paschall,
age 42, Mrs. Ada Wynn, age 77, Dr. H.
H. Cherry, and John E. Hanes, age 77.
A 32 pound blue catfish was a part of
the 77 pounds of fish taken on the
trotline of Pat and Carl Rowland and
Hill Gardner in the Tennessee River
near Wells Camp.
Attending the annual 4-H Camp last
week on the Irvin Lamb farm near
Almo were 118 boys and girls from the
Purchase area.
Mrs. W. T. Houston celebrated her
91st birthday on July 27.
Dr. J. B. Hutson, assistant director of
the Agricultural Adjustment
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
and former Calloway countian, spoke to
a crowd of farmers in the Murray
courtroom on July 31.
.Adron Doran will speak at a ten days'
gospel meeting at the Hazel Church of
Christ on August 15.
"Married Before Breakfast" starring'
Robert Young and Florence Rice is
showing at the Capitol Theatre.
Murray Ledger & Times
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The Otasco store in
Murray has a new
manager. Steve
Weatherford, who has been
serving as Assistant
Manager at an Otasco store
in Sikeston, Missouri, has
transferred to Murray.
Weatherford replaces Jack
Vincent who has tran-
sferred to an Otasco unit in
Shreveport.
Weatherford started his
Otasco career in Murray
and in 1972 was promoted
to assistant manager and
assigned to Sikeston. He
was graduated from high
school in Murray; he also
attended Murray State.
Steve and his wife, Phyllis,
have one son, Jason, born
in 1972.
Otasco is headquartered
in Tulsa and operates more
than 650 stores in a 13 state
Southern and Midwestern
.area. They maintain
warehouses, in addition to
their Tulsa headquarters,
in Little Rock, Arkansas;
Meridian, Mississippi; aril
Atlanta, Qeorgia. 1977
marks the firm's 59th year
in business.
Roland F. Byrne Promoted
New Concord resident
Roland Francas Byrne,
General Delivery, has been





announced that Byrne will
supervise a group of
representatives servicing
the needs of Combined's
policyholders.
Combined specializes in
writing accident and health
income-protection in-
surance and life insurance.
Last year it paid benefits in
excess of $126 million. The
company is unique in that
the needs of its customers








as a sales representative in
November, 1976. He is also
a member and award



















115 S. Mk Murray
Visit ow Paducah store 120 S. Kb St
Jim McRoberts and Ron Cathey open new welding mechanical service
Jim McRoberts and Ron
Cathey are the new owners
of J St R Speedway. The
new firm will specialize in
a complete 'anywhere-
anytime' welding service,
custom truck frame work,
fabricating and hard
surfacing. A truck and
diesel shop will also be a
part of the operation.
Jim McRoberts, a native
Kew Devetemad Budd, flew* Hasaizapped
NEARING IM PAIRM ENTS AFFLICT AN ESTIMATED
11.49 CDO9 COO
AMERICANS. MOST CAN BE HELPED THROUGH
MEDICAL TREATMENT, SURGERY OR A PROPERLY
PITIED EARING AID-
RI-UW-9 THANKS TO A MAJOR TECH-
THROUGH BY BELTON E
ELECTRORSCS CORPORATION, HEARING AID PUR-
CHASERS CAN BENEFIT FROM MORE ACCURATE,
COMPUTEFilZED







NEARING MD FITTING INFORMATION THAN PREV-
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44 ' -. ANALYZINGCOMPLEX ACOUSTIC
HEARING HEALTH PRO-
FESSIONALS WITH AN UNMATCHED QUANTITY
OP HEARING AID FITTING INFORMATION. (isp
DAMN NOT ES
Of all the wonders Mar-
co Polo found in China,




was unknown in Europe
by Bill Boyd at that time.
Are you puzzled by money problems? We'll help





If you're not certain how to answer
this question, you should probably be
calling us
We know what the law requires, like
workmans comensation and no-fault
automobile ins:rrance. And we can help
you with employee benefits like hospital-






It makes sense to go to the agency
that knows workers insurance. That's
us. Because we are an independe
agency, we cover your workers in o
coordinated plan -- even if we arran
your coverage with more than one
surance company. And will it
means getting you the . t - .verage
for the best price.








MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Tekehone 7534751
of Browns, Ill, has been a
welding specialist for over
20 years. He formerly




McRoberts served with the
armed forces in Spain as a
member of pipeline con-
struction crew.
Ron Cathey is from
Stewart County. He is a
master mechanic with over
18 years experience. He
served 8'2 years in the
Navy as a flight engineer
and aircraft mechanic.





JdeR Speedway is located
on 641-N at Speedway.
Rose's profit sharing trust contribution
for 1976: $2,042,239.34
Manager James Beal of
the local Rose's Stores, Inc.
announced that some 5,400
employees of Rose's in
seven southern states
shared in the 1976 company
contribution to the Em-
ployees' Profit Sharing
Trust. The contribution,
$2,042,239.34 was the 33rd
consecutive annual
payment made by Rose's
since the Profit Sharing
Plan was started in 1944.
Manager Beal handed ,
statements of their per-
sonal account to 18 local
participants, showing how
each shared in the Com-
pany's 1976 profits and
i'hat each had ac-
cumulated. He pointed out
that a typical participant in
the Plan (a saleslady in one
of the stores) wno had
shared in every one of the
33 Company contributions
now has a. balance in her
account equal to ap-
proximately three and one
half times her 1976 ear-
nings.
Ron Beshear gets new appointment
4?-•Ronald W. Beshear, a became a full-time agent
former resident of Murray, five months later. Prior to
has. been appointed as an joining the Northwestern,
assistant regional director Beshear taught at Murray
of agencies with the North- High School for two years
western Mutual life In- and-worked as a graduate
surance Co. assistant at Murray State.
The appointment was - Before going to the home
effective August 1. office of Northwestern,
Beshear has been ser- Beshear operated a college
ving as assistant unit in Murray since
superintendent of September 1972, winning
education and field the college unit director
training since August 1. award twice. As an agent,
1976 with the company in he received the Bronze,
its home offices in Silver and Gold Awards
Milwaukee, Wis. and was twice named to the
A graduate of Murray Marathon Club and the
State University, Beshear Million Dollar Round
joined the Northwestern as Table. His production
a part-time agent with the exceeded $6 million.
Marve Smith general Beshear and his wife.
agency in Evansville, Ind., Mary, will continue to live
in Januar. 1971 and in Milwaukee.
This Busted s News Feature
will avear each Saturday
n the
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DESIGNERS A D PRODUCERS I ITY ALES 1001S
102 N 4th Street
a- _
753-5397
Blakely Bros. from wholesale to retail
Twenty-eight licensing
applications for new and
used vehicle dealerships in
Kentucky were recently
approved in Frankfort
including one change in
Calloway CoUnty.
The approvals were
announced by the Ken-
tucky Department of
Transportation (KYDOT
following the last regular




The change approved in
Calloway County was a
change from wholesale to
retail to retail submitted by
Blakely Bros. Used Cars of
Murray.
Under state law, all new
and used motor vehicle
dealerships must be
licensed to operate by the
Bureau of Vehicle Reg-
ulation in KYDOT. The
MVDB is the approving
authority and its mem-
bership is appointed by the
governor and includes




Fisher-Price celebrates 40th anniversary with 11,000 lb. Snoopy
"OWSV-0WW! — That's
the sound of a 1,200-pound,
17-foot verson of Snoopy
Sniffer, the oldest toy in the
Fisher-Price line and due
to celebrate its 40th bir-
thday next year. The giant
model was created by
employees in the com-
pany's East Aurora plant
and will be available for
parades and other special
events. In four decades of
existence, Snoopy has
undergone several design
changes, but remains a pull
toy know the world over
(nearly half of current
Snoopy production is sold






All courses will begin
the week of August 29, 1977
RES 132 Basic Real Estate — Sedim 1. Tuesday &
Diersday 8:009:15 am. Room 404: Business Bldg. Set-lion
2. Wednesday 6:00940 pm: Room 404. Business Bldg.
RES 136 Neal Estate Appraising — Monday 6:00-9:00
p.m. Room 305, easiness Bldg.
RES 234 Real Estate Marketing II — Tuesday 6:00-9:00
p.m. Room 305. Iciness Bldg
RES 532 Principles of Real Estate — Tuesday & Thursday
1:30-2:45 p.m. Room 406. Business Bldg.
RES 539 Nerd Estate Management I, Development
— Thursday 6109:00 p.m. Room 406. Business Bldg.
Students may register for the courses at the first
scheduled class meeting or during regular
university registration. The fee for each course
is $60.00 payable at time of registration. All cour-
ses are 3 Hours credit and all, except RES 132
Basic Real Estate meet the 30 clock hours of
classroom instruction required by KRS 324.092.
For further information contact
Mt Russell Speoloce
Real Estate Chairtioldef
Murray State Uniyenity Home Phone 753-9734
Office Phone 762-2796
plant in Murray, has sold






























Jim McRoberts and Ron Cathey
Rose's and James Beal
. 1407." • -
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"ACTUALLY ALL 15 NOT
WELL WHAT AM IPOiNe
OUT HERE AT ONE
O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING?
Head Coach And Athletic Director
NEW 1011,Jim Colvin, assistant basketball coach at MSU, has spent many hours on the phone
and rood to bring the program at Murray up to what it is today. Calvin will be leaving within the











OH.,,vT WAS 50 HOT,
Hl, I JUST SAT DOWN










( WE HAVE A






ENOUGH KOOD, HIGH PRIEST. 11_
WE ARE NOW READY FOR THE
SACRIFICE TO XDUR SLEEPING
GOP ZAAL.
LI'L Abner





IM NOT A WATCHDOG!
WHAT AM I DOiNG HERE
WHAT HAPPENED To THE
REAL WATCHDOG? WHAT
15 THE PURPOSE OF LIFE?












ALTHOLOH I NM ED T/-1EM AND
SHOT THAT NICE NEIGHROFTOT-
YOLJR5 DEAD— rr--
DID SCARE THEM AwAy
10,
0,
Calvin Accepts New Job
With Amarillo College
ey MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The man responsible for
playing a_key role in helping
turn around the basketball
program at Murray State
University is leaving.
Assistant coach Jim Calvin
has resigned his post to take
the dual job of athletic
director and head basketball
coach at Amarillo College in
Amarillo, Texas.
Calvin will be leaving
Murray within the next two
weeks and a replacement has
not yet been named.
Replacing Jim Calvin will
not be an easy task. It was
Calvin who went out last year
and recruited the likes of Mike
Muff, John Randall, Jimmy
Warren, Danny Jarrett and
Skeeter Wilson who all helped
Murray turn a dismal 9-17
season into a 17-10 season this
past year.
This coming season, our
recruiting over the past couple
of years will show," Calvin
said of the post he is leaving.
"Looking down the road
ahead, this year's team will be
better than the one last year:
And the team two years from
HON will be better than the one
we'll have this season. With
some breaks, Murray State
could, well have the potential















MOST PIGS CAN'T AFFORD
A MANICURE
NOW -AREN'T YOU PROUD
YOU MADE YOUR HCWE INTO




-Naturally, I'm very close
to the kids I recruited but this
type of job just doesn't pop up
every year and I felt I had a
chance to better myself,"
Calvin said.
Amarillo College is a two-
ear school with an overall
enrollment of 21,000 students
on three different campuses.
They play in one of the
toughest junior college con-
ferences in the nation and
in fact, one of the teams in the
league, Western Texas, has
been the national jucco
champions two.of4400ast four
seasons.
Calvin will have no teaching
responsibilities. The only
cport at the school is
imsketball and they have just
hired former Olympian Julene
Simpson as the women's
basketball coach.
.As athletic director, I'm
hoping for us to have one of the
top 10 women's teams and one
of the top 10 men's teams in
the nation," Calvin said.
"They have eliminated .the
non-revenue sports and the
extra money will go into
basketball. Both the men's
and women's team have 10 full
scholarships apiece," Calvin
said.
One of the players who is an
alwnnus of Amarillo College
is former Memphis State star
Larry Kenon. Kenon will be
helping. Calvin conduct
several basketball camps at
Amarillo next year.
Calvin's team will be
playing their games in a new,
six-million dollar civic center
in downtown Amarillo. And in
Amarillo, basketball is the
only game in town, of course
after football season is over.
The new civic center 'has
6,000 chairback seats and
recently, concerts by Willie
Nelson, Elvis Presley, Dr.
Hook and Neil Sedaka have
been held there.
-There are 165,000 people in
Amarillo yet it seems almost
like Murray. Vim con drive
down Main Street, turn left or
right, and it's like you are on
Olive Boulevard. There's not
the fear of a typical, big city,"
Calvin said.
Amarillo College is quite
unique in one area: it's the
only school in the nation with
an, indoor ski facility.
Amarillo College offers ad-
vanced, intermediate and
beginning ski lessons and- the
slopes of Vail are less than six
hours away while the slopes in
New Mexico are about four
hours away.
Just outside of Amarillo is




The Murray Pony League
All-Stars must try again
today.
After winning a 2-1 game
over Indianapolis Perry
Township Thursday in
Regional Tournament play at
Kankakee. Ill., Murray was
rained out of their Friday
night game.
Murray will play two games





NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Basketball star Pete
Maravich, who says the
money really doesn't mean
much to him, is reportedly
near agreement on a contract
that would make him the
highest-paid athlete in
professional sports. 4
Sources said the New
Orleans Jazz is offering the
National Basketball
Association's scoring leader a
five-year contract paying
more than $700,000 a year.
However, a Jazz spokesman
said negotiations with
Maravich were not finished
and that nothing had been
signed.
- • ;:'"414-.' *X;
. .
of Texas. Only 17 miles away
is West Texas State, which
plays its home games in the
Amarillo Civic Center also.
All. of Amarillo College's
home games will be televised
live and in color.
"Their communications
department rivals that of
Murray State," Calvin said.
Calvin said Amarillo has
never really had a coach who
has come in and promoted the
sport.
"I'm under no pressure to
win. They have confidence in
my credentials and they are
anxious to see how a fellow
from outside of Texas or New
Mexico can do.
"When I was down there the
first time after accepting the
job, they rolled out the red
carpet for me at the airport.
They had about 25 people
there from the Chamber of
Commerce and there were
three television stations thAre.
I'm really excited of the tIlings
that can be done."
Calvin's wife, Phyllis, and
their oldest sdn, Kevin, were
in Amarillo last week.
Youngest son Kelly stayed in
Murray to participate in the
Little League Invitational
Tournament at Madisonville.
"We were quite pleased with
the area and we purchased a
lovely home," Calvin said.
"The boys are really ex-
cited. They tave four high
schools there and nine junior
highs. Kevin will be able to
play 11 football games this
year as a seventh grader and
he's really excited about that.
"I guess my only regret is
that I didn't get the job in
April so I could have done
some recruiting," Calvin
added.
There have been some
rumors that Calvin was going
to leave the job at Murray.
And with the rumors came one
question from some people
who didn't really KNOW Jim
Calvin.
"There have actually been
people ask mg What Murray
State players am I going to
take with 'me," Calvin said.
"1 would never think of
doing something like that. I've
told all the kids I've recruited
to stay here, get their grades
and things will Work out just
fine.
"One of the kids we
recruited this year is Bryon
Weatherspoon, the top high
school player in St. Louis. I
placed him at Paducah
Community College and he'll
be coming to Murray State a
year from now.
"If I wasn't working for
Murray State when I recruited
him, I'd go after him in a
minute. But I haven't said
anything to him and he'll be
coming here and will be one
heck of a player for Murray
State.
"When I came here three
years ago, the program was
down. But everywhere I've
been, I've left it in better
shape than it was when I got
there.
"Murray State has really
helped make all of this
possible. You can have a good
coaching record in • high
school, which I did, but you
have to have some college
experience.
-Fred Overton has worked
closely with me and Cal
Luther has. helped me. It's
really been a joy to work with
those people.
"Fred and I are both of the
same mold. There are some
things about our personalities
that are different but down
deep, we are much alike. I'm
going to be subscribing to the
paper to follow Murray State.
"And I'll have some players
at Amarillo and I'll be poin-
ting them toward Murray,"
Calvin added.
FOr Overton, the news of
Calvin's resignation came
with mixed emotions. •
° "Jim has done an out-
standing job. I've spent my
whole life recruiting and I
know it's no easy job. It's a
tough sales job, you have to
know people, make contacts
and know when to close the
deal.
"Jim has learned the tricks
of the trade fast. He's learned
how to go into tough places
and come out with some.great
players. You really hate to
lose somebody after they've
learned how to recruit and get
the results Jim has," Overton
said.
"But I feel he's getting
something all coaches want:
more money and a chance to
be the head coach.
"One of the assistant
coaches at Kentucky left and
went to Southern Idaho and
one of the coaches at Kansas
left and took the head job at
Dodge City Junibt.College.
"Jim Calvin's job it better
than either one of those so I
think that has a lot to say
about our, basketball program.
I certainly want to wish Jim
well in his new venture and
we'll be following him every
step of the way.
"Really, Jim was at so
many junior colleges
recruiting for us last year, I
feel like we've just sort of
placed him in one. We've just
sort of loaned him out. I feel
he'll continue to help usAin our
recruiting," Overton added.
When informing his wife a
few weeks ago of his decision,
Calvin made a prediction.
"I told her that by June 1 of
next year, I would have lost 20
pounds and won 20 games.
Right now I:ve lost 14 pounds




Your electric usage rises with any extreme in temperature,
either hot or cold — simply because you use more kilowat-
thours to stay comfortable. Right now, your air conditioner is
probably having to work overtime to keep you cool enough.
Also you're probably using more hot water. Your active family is
taking more baths and you're washing more loads of clothes.
If your next electric bill is higher than you expected, just
remember — when you use mote kilowatthours, yod pay more.
It's that simple.
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AWARD WINNERS—The Friday Morning Ladies Summer Bowling league held its awards
ceremonies Friday at Corvette Lanes. Awards were given to the top bowlers in the league and to
the most improved bowler. From left to right are: Evelyn Badmen, most improved bowler; Judy
Kemp, high game scratch; Mary Smith, high average and high series handicap; Lois Smith, high
series scratch and second high average; and Martha Smith, high game average handicap.
(Stiff Motes by Mks Ilesmisn)
CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM —MFA Insurance was the championship teem in the Friday Morning
Ladies Sommer Bowling Wage.. The awards presentation was held at Corvette lanes in Murray
Friday as the league concluded its season. The members of the championship team are from left
to right, Jean Blend, Jose Parks, Vette Ross and Evelyn Burkeen.
(Staff Metes by Mats 'rondos)
Luzinski Pulls Out Of Slump With
Game-Tying Homerun For Phillies
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Greg Luzinski was in the
throes of an 0-for-14 slump, but
he pulled out, of it in a big
way—with an assist from the
Philadelphia fans.
"I was going for a home run.
I was pumped up," Luzinski
said Friday. "The fans were
screaming and my adrenalin
was pumping. I was really
keyed up."
Los Angeles pitcher. 'Rick
Rhoden's 2-2 pitch was
pulverized by Luzinski, known
as "The Bull." The ball soared
into left field, landing just
inside the foul pole in the fifth
deck.
"I really muscled it,"
Luzinski said of his 27th home
run of the season that knotted
the score at 3-3. Before the
inning was over, the Phils had
seven runs, an 8-3 victory and
first place in the . National
League East.
Philadelphia took over the
division lead because the
Chicago Cubs lost to the San
Diego Padres 11-8. It was the
first time since May 26 that
Chicago had been out of first
place.





In Grid tame -
Andy Ryan and Lindsey
Hudspeth, both 1977 graduates
of Murray High, will represent
the Tigers this evening in the
East-West All-Star football
game at Lexington. •
The pair have been in
Lexington all week for
practice which is being con-
ducted by West coach Jack
Morris of Mayfield.
Game time tonight is 7:30
local time and the contest will
be played at Tates Creek High
School.
Ryan, a linebacker, is a
University of Kentucky
recruit while Hudspeth. a
tailback, was signed by
Murray State.
Standing On
The Firing Line •
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor
One More Phone Call And....
So the employees of Ma Ball are going to go on strike?
Gee, that's awful. With the exception of emergencies, that
means no more phone calls.
A spokesman for the communications union said the
strike could last for months.
Let's hope so.
10 p. m. — The phone rings.
"Why weren't you at the game? We missed you," says the
voice at the other end of the receiver.
One more sip of ABL, a pretzel and the work begins.
"All right, how did we score our runs? First of all, give
me the line score," says the dragging voice of the sports
editor who was watching the weather forecaster try and ex-
plain why all those symbols were bringing us 100-degree
heat.
"Were there any homertin the game? Who was the win-
ning pitcher, how many strikeouts did he have?"
The sports editor must be‘a computer. Such a montone.
Finally, after 15 minutes or so of total confusion, the voice
on the other end of the phone sighs deep', and hangs up,
thinking the night is over and he can hit the hay, as surely
the sports editor already has.
One down, three to go.
About midnight, when the only choice is Josh Randall,
Tom Snyder or Reverend Jim Baker, the phone rings again.
"We have a collect call from. . . . will you please accept
the charges?"
"All right now," says the sports editor.
"First of all, give me the line score. How did we score our
runs? Were there any homers? Who was the winning pit-
cher and how many times did he change his underwear, er,
excuse me, how many strikeouts did he have?"
Fifteen more minutes. Maybe 20. When it gets that late
and the ink is running together from one of those pens they





Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug; Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon 1116 P. M.
Nimr.
12-1 and 10-6, Montreal
defeated Atlanta 6-4, New
York edged San Francisco 3-2
and Houston nipped St. Louis
5-4.
Padres 11, Cubs
Dave Kingman, a last-
minute line-up replacement,
smashed two home runs, one
of them a grand slam, and
drove in seven runs to power
San Diego over Chicago.
Padres Manager Alvin Dark
was going to play Gene
Richards in left field. "But
when I saw how high the grass
was and how wet and slow the
field was, I decided to switch
to Kingman," Dark said.
"And of course that southwest
wind blowing out had
something to do with it."
Kingman's fifth career
grand slam capped a six-run,
sixth inning as the Padres
knocked Chicago out of first
place in the NL East.
Dave Parker slammed two
home runs in the opener and
Frank Taveras hit an inside-
the-park grand slam in the
nightcap as Pittsburgh swept





.Veteran. first baseman Willie
Stargell, inactive because of a
pinched nerve in his left arm,
has been placed on the 15-day
disabled list, the Pittsburgh
Pirates said.
Stargell had not played
since July 16, and there were
reports he could be out a
month to sii weeks more.
He said he believes the
elbow troubles stem from a
benchclearing brawl the
Pirates had with the
Philadelphia Phillies July 8.
The arm started to hurt a few
days later.
The Pirates recalled Ken
Macha from their Columbus,
Ohio, farm club Friday to
replace Stargell. He has
played in 77 games in
Columbus and has a .331
average with 11 home runs
and 64 runs batted in. Macha
plays left field, third base and
first base.
hit two home runs in the
second game, his 37th and 38th
of the season. Foster also
leads the majors with 109 runs
batted in. Johnny Bench also
bomered for the Reds.
The doubleheader was
marred by a first-game fight
and the second game started
under an umpire's warning to
both teams. The opener ended
with a free-for-all after
Cincinnati pitchers hit two
Pittsburgh batters and threw
several pitches closeto Pirate
batters. A third Pirate batter
was hit by a pitch in the
nightcap.
Astros 5, Cardinals 4
A pair of two-run doubles by
Bob Watson gave Houston its
victory over St. Louis.
Watson's first two-run double
came in the third and gave the
Astros a 3-2 lead. Watson then
doubled home two more runs
in the fifth as Houston won its
fifth game in its last seven
outings.
Ted Simmons slammed a
solo homer for St. Louis while
the Cards' Lou Brock swiped
the 886th base of his career,
moving him to within six of
tying Ty Cobb's all-time
record of 892.
J.R. Richard, 10-9, got Me





ATLANTA (AP) — Relief
pitcher Rick Camp was placed
on the Atlanta Braves' 21-day
disabled list Friday, and the
National League team called
up Duane Theiss from its
Savannah farm club.
Camp, a rookie who leads
the Braves with 10 saves, has
been out of action more than a




Yoder, a 6-foot-4 graduate of
the University of Cincinnati,
signed a multiyear contract
Friday with the Milwaukee
Bucks.
Yoder was selected by the
Bucks in the third round of the
National Basketball
Association draft in June.
double in the eighth inning
scored Doug Flynn to snap a 2-
2 tie and give New York its
victory over San Francisco.
First-inning singles by Felix
Milian, Steve Henderson and
Mike Vail scored the Mets'
first run. But the Giants went
ahead with two runs in the
fourth on Gary Thomasson's
run-scoring double and Vic
Harris walked with the bases
loaded.
The Mets tied the score in
the sixth on a double by Lee
Marzilli and a single by Flynn,
setting the stage for Randle's
game-winning hit.
Expos 6, Braves 4
Ellis Valentine, who
slammed a two-run homer in
the third, and Andre Dawson
singled home runs in the top of
the ninth inning as Montreal
downed Atlanta. The Braves
had gained a 4-4 tie in the
eighth on consecutive doubles
by Jeff Burroughs and Garry
Matthews after Montreal had
taken the lead on doubles by
Warren Cromartie and Gary
Carter in the top of the inning.
Saturday. August 6, 1977
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Great Lake


























































































30 Small rug measurement
32 Climbing 41 Teutonic
devices deity
33 Seed 43 Pronoun
container 44 Nuisance
36 Printer's 45 Wild plum
measure 46 Location
37 Tell 47 Equality
38 Rests on 48 Period of
the knees time
40 Unit of 49 ScoldNumberelect ica





Custom Truck Frame Work
Truck And Diesel Shop
Jim McRoberts • Ron Cathey
641 N. at •eedwa 753-8521
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To bed. Nobody else is going to call. Surely not. The Pony
League Tournament has been over hours ago. They'll call it
into ,the office tomorrow morning. Wait a minute, this is
tomorrow. Gosh, just a few more hours of sleep and .. .
Ring, ring, ring...
Slam. The alarm clock falls in the floor. The sports editor
looks about and it's still dark.
Ring, ring, ring...
Oh Ma Bell, can't it just be another wrong number,
please?'
"Right. First of all, give me the line score. How did we
score„, our runs? Were there any homers? How many
strikeouts did the pitcher have?"
Back to bed.
The alarm clock is in the floor.
Ring, ring, ring...
Saved by Ma Bell. Guess who forgot to reset the alarm at
2 a. m. after the Pony League All-Star Tournament results
were called in?
"Hey, you missed a good game Iaid night. Where were
you',"
Gosh, it's almost 7:30 a. m.
"Say, how about calling me at the office. I have to get
down there and pull off my wire copy.. ."
Sooner or later, and unfortunately a lot sooner than the
sports editor expected, all writing, phone calls etc., must
cease. The paper, has to go today, not tomorrow. Its
finished, not by choice but chance, chance of losing a job if
you can't beat that.
7 : 02 p. m. on a Thursday night: Ring.
You picked a fine time to ring me, Lucille. Right when the
Waltons are just beginning to find some more predicaments
to wrangle out of. '
"My son hit a homerun last night. His name wasn't in the
paper today. I know he hit a homerun because after the guy
touched the ball, my little Johnny ran all the way around
the bases and scored a point."
The sports editor: "Mam, that's a run, not a point. And
that was an error, not a homerun.....
So much for the Waltons.
10:30 p. m. — The monologue is over and the Great Kar-
nak is just preparing to trip over the set. Ring...
"We are having a tournament next week and wondered if
you could. .."
August 6. One day before the big, proposed strike. There
is a chance... •
Just think. In a few more weeks, even if there's no stnku.
there will•be footliall games every night. And after that.
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Dental Surgeon Cups last Tourney
Poor Boy Bass Association
Hosts Bass Tournament
On Lake Barkley
The Poor Boy Bass
Association held it's sixth and
final regular season tour-
nament at Lake Barkley July
23, 1977.
Seventy-one per cent of the
contestants reported catches
of fish at the 3:00 Nm. weigh-
in. As the tournament began
the skies were overcast and a
slight wind made the 89 degree
surface slightly choppy.
Lake pattern reports in-
dicate the most effective lures
were bill bates of shad or
green color and plastic
worms. Most of the fish were
taken in water of three to nine
feet depths between 5:30 a. m.
and 10:45 a. m.
Andy Arnold, a dental
surgeon from Princeton,
Kentucky, captured both Big
Bass and First Place money
with a catch of two fish which
tipped the scales at 8 lbs. 9 oz.
Bill Hogue, of Owensboro,
Kentucky finished close on
Andy's heels with five fish
weighing 7 lbs. 6 ozs. Third
place honors went to Robert
Templeton of Clinton, Ky. for
four fish weighing 7 lbs. 1 oz.
The sixth tournament
completed the regular season
3
Outdooe Loire
3fij iti flo enjoy the out u.
Spring and Somme, hick 911W Outdoor Misr
events for the Poor Boy's 1977
tournament season. Final
results of the six events have
qualified six members for
competition in the ,Poor Boy
National Classic Tournament,
a $20,000.00 three-day event to
be held in October 1977. Those
qualified for the Poor Boy
National Classic are: Danny
Johnson Bowling Green, Ky.,
William Pirtle Bowling Green,
Ky., Roger Pickard Beaver
Dam, Ky., Andy Arnold
Princeton, Ky., Henry
Williams Owensboro, Ky., and
Fred I.eatherland of
Newburg, Ind.
The Kentucky Chapter of
the Poor Boy Bass Association
will qualify four additional
contestants, from among its
present membership, in a
sudden death fish-off on
September 10th, 1977 at
Kentucky-Lake.
Information concerning
Poor Boy Bass Association's
activities may be obtained by
writing: Poor Boy Bass
Association, 2317 South
Stratford Drive, Owensboro,
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4K4 Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
HUNTER SAFETY AND CONSERVATION PROGRAM — Approximately 30 youngsters
between the ages of 10 and 16 years attended a 6 hours course of hunter safety in-
struction at the Murray-Calloway County Park this week The program was conducted
by Brian Bullock, the Ky. Dept. of Fish and Wildlife Resources' new Hunter Safety Coor-
dinator for Western Kentucky. All youngsters planning to attend the special youth
hunt at Land Between The Lakes on November 5 are required to have a safe hunter
certificate. Officer Bullock announced that future programs are being scheduled to
meet these. requirements. In addition to the classroom instruction the youngsters
shown above will participate in a trap and skeet shoot Saturday at the JaCkson Pur-
chase Gun Club. This will give the young hunters an opportunity to demonstrate part
of what they have learned in the classroom.
Over One Million Sportsmen Own
"Stock Certificates" In Department
Of Fish and And Wildlife Resources
By John Wilson
Perhaps the best way to
describe the relation-Ship
between. the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
and the hunters and fishermen
of. Kentucky is by an analogy
to business.
If the Department were a
corporation, then the sport-
smen of the state would be the
stockholders in this company.
Their "stock certificates" are
the hunting and fishing
licenses which they purchase
each year, and as in a cor-
poration. these "certificates"
entitle the stockholders to a
voice in the operation of the
Department through their
selection of members of the
Fish and Wildlife Com-
mission.
The dividends of these stock
purchases are not, of course,
returned in the form of
financial gain, but there are
dividends nonetheless • — the
assurance of continued quality
hunting and fishing for the
residents of the state, of clear
streams and lakes, and of
healthy wildlife populations.
The Department of Fish and
Wildlife, which receives no
general revenue funds from
the state, operates almost
entirely on money from its
"stockholders." Hunting and
fishing license fees usually
account for around 80 per cent
of the Department's total
income. Another 10 per cent Zit
the total also comes from
hunters and fishermen, but in
a different form.
There is an 11 per cent
federal tax on all sporting
arms and ammunition and on
fishing tackle sold in this
country. The money collected
from this tax is then prorated
back to the states for fish and




Kentucky's share of this
federal money amounts to
about 10 per cent of the total
departmental income. The
remaining 10 per cent is
derived from miscellaneous
sources, including com-
mercial license sales, fines,
camp ,fees and "Happy
Hunting Ground" magazine
subscriptions.
The money collected by the
Department is placed in a
separate account — the Game
and Fish Fund — and can be
used only .by the Department
of .Fish and Wildlife. A
provision of the federal laws
governing fish and wildlife
restoration money stipulates
that any state diverting
license revenue to other _uses
besides fish and wildlifd will
lose its federal funds.
The sportsmen of Kentucky,
then, provide the support for
the Department of Fish and
Wildlife, are indeed its
"stockholders." And like
stockholders in a corporation,
the sportsmen of the Com-
monwealth do have a say'in
how their money is spent.
Their voice in the running of
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the members of the Fish and
Wildlife Commission. This
nine-member group, with a
representative from each of
the wildlife districts in Ken-
tucky, is the governing board
of the Department. The
Commission has a voice in the
Department's major policy
de-isions, including the set-
ting of hunting seasons, bag
nd creel limits, license sees,
and size limits.
The commission members
are selected by the licensed
sportsmen of each district at
an open meeting, where five
nominees are selected for the
post. These five names are
submitted to the governor,
who then appoints one of them
for a four-year term.
According to state law, no
more than five of the corn-
missiOn members may be
from the same political party.
Should a vacancy occur before
the expiration, of a member's
term, the appointment is
made from the names
remaining on the list
originally submitted by the
sportsmen.
These meetings to nominate
commission members are
publicized in local newspapers
well in advance. The only
qualifications for par-
ticipating is that the in-
dividual be a Kentucky
resident who has purchased a
hunting or fishing license for
the past two consecutive
years.
Kv. Dept. ef Fish & VIIMIlintesserses Neweldist




Kentucky hunters end their
long layoff from the field
Saturday, August 20, when the
1977 squirrel season opens.
The season will continue
throug4 October 31, reopen
November 17, close again
December 2, reopen
December 6 and conclude
December 31. Again this year
the limits on squirrel will be
six daily and 12 in possession.
However, the possession limit
may be held only after two
days of hunting and may not
be held in the field. According
to the annual Kentucky mast
survey conducted by Chief
Forest Wildlife Biologist
Harold Barber, the 1976 mast
crop was moderate to heavy,
which should mean a
moderate to heavy overall
squirrel population this
season. Barber indicated mast
production was slightly lower
in 1976 than in 1975 in eastern
Kentucky, where a late frost
did some damage, but was
slightly higher in western
Kentucky. Barber says the
effects of last winter's bitter
cold weather should be





The "application season" is
upon us for deer hunting on
several wildlife management
areas and military reser-
vations in the state. Hunters
wishing_ tcs hunt deer with 
firearmsat Land Between the
Lakes (LBL) have until
August 10 to get their ap-
plications to the LBL center in
Golden Pond. The same date
is the deadline for applying to
take part in the special youth
deer hunt at LBL, set for
958 Exhiheion Expected
November 5. Applications for
gun deer hunting at Higgin-
son-Henry Wildlife
Management Area (WMA)
may be requested from the
area, located in Union Co.,
after August 13. The com-
pleted application must then
be returned to the area by
September 3. On Ft. Knox,
archery applications are
being accepted August 1-20,
while gun and bow hunting
applications will be received
at the Blue Grass Army Depot
from August 15 to September
15.. The application period for
those special deer hunts at the
Ballard Co. WMA has come
and gone, with Area Manager
Jim Moynahan reporting he
has received 6,000 ap-
plications for the 720 available
spots. For details on these
special hunts, consult the 1977
Kentucky Deer Digest, which
is expected to be available
from the Division of Public
Relations in early August, or





The Division of Game
Management has released the
results of their annual turkey
harvest survey and they show
a drop of nine turkeys from
the statewide harvest in 1976.
This spring, a total of 1,509
turkey hunters harvested 37
gobblers. Land Between the
Lakes (LBL) turkey hunters
accounted for 26 turkeys in the
wPrIt,,eky section, while-niso-
turkeys were taken at Ft.
Knox. The other known turkey
to be harvested during the
season was bagged ' on the
Pioneer . Weapons Wildlife
Management Area in Eastern
Kentucky. Last spring, turkey
hunting was allowed ,for 11
days at LBL, four weekends
(eight days) at Ft. Knox and
two weekends (four days) in
the remainder of the state




A WCES has been named
statewide coordinator for the
Division of Conservation
Education's new hunter
training program and a
Louisville man has become
the hunter training officer for
central Kentucky. Marion
Mattingly, 28, who has worked
as a WCES in the third district
since 1972, has been named the
department's statewide
hunter training coordinator.




22-year-old Robert Bristow, a
recreation major from
Western Kentucky University,
has been hired as a district
hunter training officer for the
central third of the state.
Bristow, a Louisville native,
will be based in Elizabethtown
and replaces Ronald Keal,
who resigned a few weeks ago.
Also From Hunter Training
Eastern Kentucky district
training officer George
Mountjoy -held a hunter
training session in Richmond
in late July and western
Kentucky's Brian Bullock has
one scheduled for Murray
August 4-6. The classes are
"dry runs" in preparation for
this fall's expected- htttqr
training classes. On August 15'-'
18, Gladney Davidson, from
the regional federal aid office
in Atlanta, will be inspecting
Kentucky's hunter training
project to observe what is
being done and discuss
possible future projects.
Woods And Waters Marketing Year
ns At Trade Show
(Chicago) ... Manufacturers
and importers of fishing
tackle, boating, camping and
shooting sports equipment will
launch their 1977-1978
marketing year with a record
size trade exposition August







position will be 13 per cent
larger in the number of
exhibitors than any of ts
predessors. More than 2,000
trade buyers are expected to
be on hand to get their first
look at products that will be
available for the new
marketing season appearing
in retail outlets later this year
and early in 1978.
By far the largest "woods-
and-water" Trade Show ever
held, AFTMA's "Wonderful
Outdoor World" is expected to




sporting goods stores, hard-
ware and catalog stores,
premium houses and other
Storey's
Food Glad
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p.m.








Located W Railroad Avenue 753-1933
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major outlets nationwide. that the decision to move the
The 950 booths in the WOW show to different regions each
sh,ow will occupy 200,000 sq. year has given the exposition
feet. on two levels. "Nearly a much broader marketing
every product that is base coupled this year with
manufactured for use in the important factor of being
outdoor recreation will be on held in proximity to other mid-
display at the 20th 4.nnual west markets.
Show" related Richard J. The exposition helps to
Kotis, AFTMA president. It is finance a wide-range_ of
truly representative of the research and action programs
entire Wonderful Outdoor designed to produce better
World, unveiling to trade fishing and to protect our
buyers what's new not only in outdoor heritage in addition to
fishing tackle, but many other displaying new products.
closely-related areas as well,- All attendies of the show are
he said.
A pre-show review of
exhibitors shows that the
product mix at the 20th annual
trade show will be as follows:
Fishing rods by at least 40
manufacturers, reels by 36,
fishing lines by 29, lures and
baits by 110, boats and boating
equipment by 64, camping
equipment by 52, and shooting
sports products by 45. The
number of exhibitors in each
category compared to 1976, is
up approximately 5 per cent in
each area.
In explaining the expected
record turnout at the show,
Executive Vice President
Thomas R. Schedler noted
expected to pay a five dollar
registration charge which in
part finances many of these
important long-range
programs in addition to all cf
the net proceeds from the
exposition. The total amount
of money invested to date
exceeds $1.6 million.
As in past years, a great
number of manufacturers are
expected to participate in the
product packaging com-
petition where awards will be
given in five categories — rods
and reels, lures and baits,
fishing lines, fishing ac-
cessories, and outdoor (other
than fishing ) accessories.
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.
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Fly rods are available in
one-, two- . and three-piece
construction; two-piece
models are most popular.
Extra tip sections are fly rods
available with some rods, but
add to the price.
Some fly rods have ex-
tension butts, most being
removable. An extension butt
adds three or four inches to
the handle, and may be used
as a second rod. grip or
pressed against the angler's
belly to provide leverage when
fighting large fish.
Fly rods .made of tubular
fiberglass are the most
popular. Custom-grade
bamboo rods, which have
smooth actions, are preferred
by many trout fishermen.
Solid glass fly rods generally
are not up to the quality of
most fiberglass rods, and tend
to be heavier.
All guides on a fly rod should
be of adequate size, especially
the butt or first guide, so the
fly line will pass through
freely with the least
resistance or friction.
(-All About Fishing Rods" was written by Tom Mc-
Nally, Outdoor Editor of the Chicago Tribune, and
illustrated by free-lance artist George Pan fil of
Barrington, Illinois.)
In a sense fly rods are
"sized," and must be selected
for length, weight, "action,"
weight of line to be,used, and
the kind of fishing to be done.
A fly rod for all-around
fishing would be 8 or 8'2 ft..
weighing 4 to 5 oz., and taking
a No. 7. or 8 weight line. For
very light dry fly fishing a rod
measuring 6 to 7'7 ft.,
weighing 2'2 to 3'2 oz., and
taking a No. 5 or 6 line would
be appropriate. For heavy
fishing the fly rod should be
8'2 to 9'2 ft., weigh 412 oz. or
more, and balance with a No. 8
to 11 weight line.
Most fly rods are marked by
the manufacturer as to the
weight (number) of fly line
that is suited to the rod.
Pack Rods
Pack rods are the easiest of
all rods to carry and stow.
Pack rods are -take
anywhere" rods that can be
taken apart into many small
pieces, or telescoped into a
single, short length. Hikers,
campers, backpackers, even
traveling businessmen use
pack rods because they can be
carried conveniently in a
duffle bag, knapsack, or even
an attache ease.
There are many kinds of
pack rods ... for spin-casting
Fishing Ike
By Jerry Maupto
The cooler weather we are
having has caused an upswing
in fishing .-eonditions. The
. water temperature has
dropped four degrees in some
areas and more bass are being
caught as a result. Two of the
best lures to use now are the
lunker lure and the Dalton
Twist. Both are surface
running lures that make a
"plop" "plop" noise to attract
bass when they are not really
feeding. You should make at
least 15 to 20 casts over a giv,en
area before moving on.
Shallow stumps and brush-
piles are beginning to hold
larger bass for longer periods
of time while the medium size
bass are haunting the shallow
waters in the back of the coves
one to two feet deep. Watch for
any minnow activity that
would indicate the presence of
predator fish.
The sauger are doing some
moving around on the main
river bars early morning and
late. evening and are at the
nine to 12 foot depth. Continue
to use the deep wee R's and
Wiggle- Warts for the best
results. -
The white bass are along the
edges of creek and river
channels next to deep water. I
haven't heard of any jumps
yet but the shad are just the
right size now, so. watch for
things to happen soon. You
should be able to see schooling
white bass on your locater as
you pass over any channel
next to a good bar. Throw a
slab spoon, pedigo or Pulsar
and let it sink to the bottom,
then retrieve in short jerks by
raising your rod tip as you
reel. You'll know for sure,
when a white strikes!
I bass fished last week with
Bill Payne Jr. of Murray and
Hubert Ackman from
Brookings, South Dakota and I
must say that they are truly
fine gentlemen and real
pleasure to fish with. _
We raised twenty
largemouth bass on surface
lures but only boated three
decent fish. Bill was lightning
fast - on setting the hook but
just couldn't get the bass to
really inhale his lure while
Hubert was just the opposite.
He would cast a few times
without anything happening.
then as he would look at the
beautiful shoreline or a
songbird on the bank while
reeling in, splash! A savage
strike would carry the lure
about three feet before he
could attempt to set the hook!
American Bass Fisherman Schedules
North Carolina Bass Turnout*
American Bass Fisherman
is having it's fifth qualifying
tournament of 1977 at Midway
Marina on Lake Norman in
Terrell, North Carolina the 24,
25, and 26 of August. There are
still openings in _. this tour-
nament for any interested
parties. For more information,
write or call: American Bas













Specializing in servicing tires IL 4 W.D. Vehicles
, Salstfisa of 4-Whesing Tins_ _
inorrc-tur- - rrr -dreaSIIVitliTTEIRAsszati 7-779 I• -
Auburndale, Fla 33823. Phone
- ( 813) 967-6637.
This tournament has been
dedicated to the memory of
Lew Childre. As many of you
may already know. Lew was
killed in an airplane accident
on Sunday, June 26, 1977.
American Bass Fisherman
will have a tournament each
year in his honor. •
..•••••••••••••••
spinning, bait casting and fly
fishing. And there are pack
rods that are "combination"
rods ... ones that can be put
together for use as a fly rod, or
as A spin-cast or bait casting
rod, or as a spinning rod. It all
depends upon the rod's design.
Some pack rods break down,
or telescope, into much
Wye*
smaller sections than others;
but the more sections, the
poorer the action will be. Thus
the deciding factor primarily
in selecting a pack rod is
whether a spinning or other
type rod is wanted, and
whether the smallest type rod
is wanted, or merely an
average size pack rod.
Combination kits are
availaOlt that construct
different types of rods. For
example, there are pack rod
kits containing two sets of
handles ... one for fly fishing,
and one which can be used for
either spin-casting or bait
casting. So the value of the
combination outfits must be
rods
considered also in making a
selection.
Regardless of the kind of
pack rod selected, its price
will pretty well reveal its
quality. What's most im-
portant, is that the pack rod,
when joined, will provide the
action needed to do a proper
casting job.
Booting Tips...
AVOID THAT SINKING FEELING
f here are numerous remote and semiwild boating areas that have great
appeal to weekend boating families. Rut what do you do when confronted
by soft and sometimes sticky launching conditions Sandy beaches can
swiftly bog down a car or recreational vehicle unless it's equipped with extra
large tires and is lightly loaded If you do get stuck, don't spin the wheels.
This will only drop you in deeper. The correct procedure, say the Mercury
outboard experts, is to rerribve sand from behind the wheels and slope it up
to level ground. Fill in the troughs with grass, leaves, sticks or sntall stones
-- anything to pro_vide traction and to prevent spinning out more sand. Use
boards, if they can be lound, or driftwood, and then start backing out
slowly Sorric bcachgoers get cood traction by deflating the tires. This
provides a wider area of rubber for gripping the unstable surface. Carry
items in the trunk that will aid traction in the event you do get stuck
Bill also demonstrated some
fancy easting. I remember
one time in particular there
was a single small stickup
with a ten foot clearance on
either side and a small fork at
the top. Bill casted a lure that
had three sets of treble hooks
attached and placed a single
hook of the back treble in the
fork of that stickup so per-
fectly that it had to be
removed by hand!
It was a beautiful day and I
really look forward to fishing
with these gentlemen again.
Wallace Hudson has been
chasing the bass again and
doing pretty good. He recently
caught six that weighed two
and one half to six and one half
pounds:-
Mike and Todd Bradshaw
caught three with the largest
going four and one half
pounds. Don A. Jones caught a
few nice bass on a lunker lure
early Saturday morning and
then fished for bluegill with
some youngsters that af-
ternoon.
Donnie Yarbrough didn't
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he told me about a trip to Land
Between The Lakes with his
family. It was after a good
cool rain and there were deer,
raccoons, groundhogs and
squirrels playing and feeding
along several of the main
roads they traveled. In the
vicinity of the Empire Farm
they watched a skunk playing
around a brushpile and the
edge of a field. As they wat-
ched a possum appeared from
the brushpile and started
trailing the skunk, which
probably wasn't hard to do,
until it was about three feet
behind it. The possum then
made a leap and landed on top'
of the skunk intending to do
bodily harm. They rolled over
twice and then the skunk was
free to do what he is famous
for. Yep, he sprayed the
possum in the face.
He had the situation under
control. Donnie said the
possum put on quite a show
trying to get the ''smell" out of
his face while the skunk
looked on, then continued his
business of looking Nil- food.
For some strange reason
just about all four wheelers I
have ever known seem to
enjoy camping out at times.
This is not unusual to be sure
since certain sources estimate
that between a third and a half
of the people who live in
America will camp out oc-
casionally. Four wheelers
present one small problem in
this respect and is due to the
fact that they invariably wish
to have the four wheel drive
along on the camping trip.
Ws ha vet- oissanwr4r.41$7
various modes or camping
us'ed by fellow four wheelers
for some time now and one
thing is sure; there is an awful
lot of variety in the rigs they
wind up with.
Obviously the simplest way
is to toss a tent into the back
and away we go. It's not bad.
Lots of folks really like it and -
its a very economical way to.
camp. For those who just
can't quite get that "down to
earth" there are still other
ways. Ways that possibly
elevate you somewhat from
the domain of the slinky
sneaky snake.
Another very popular
camping setup is the tent on
wheels, known to some as the
popup 'camper. These rigs
come in all sizes and sorts.
Basically they are relatively
('heap, easy to tow with just
about any four wheel drive
vehicle, and contain a great
many creature comforts in
that trek to the wilds. Another
plus is the fact that they are
compact enough to store at
home in the garage or out
ttick; something not to be
overlooked if you live in town.
Many of the four wheel drive
rigs are pickup trucks to start
with and the bed can be
covered with a cap or a truck
topper as some call it. This
allows to lock up your
possessions, affords a dry
snug place for sleeping, and
does not noticeably affect the
handling of the truck in the
boondocks. It's also
economical.
Ok. So you want to carry the
"watercloset': (as the old lady
called it on TV) the kitchen
sink, and all the trimmings.
Right here we do two things.
Number one is we begin to
talk about green stuff of
which considerable has
already been invested in the
four wheeler; and number
two, we begin to inore or less
specify the way certain four
wheel drives can be used.
Back in the fifties the idea of
mounting a camper in the bed
of the pickup and letting it all
hang out, over the cab, over
the sides, even past the
4.-,42441.6,..was very popular.
It's still not a bad idea. A three
quarter ton four wheel drive
truck with a camper mounted
makes a pretty dandy house
on wheels for going back to
some of the out of way places,
especially hunting and fishing
trips, etc. Keep in mind it
requires an extra heavy duty
truck and with the house on.
the back, your mobility in the
back country suffers greatly.
The idea of setting the camper
off at your camp sounds great
until kOu try it. Back to the
drawing board folks.
The most popular method of
camping and traveling is with
the travel trailer, up to and
including some of the gigantic
fifth wheelers. Any of the
larger four wheel drives. are
great for pulling trailers.
Personally we don't recom-
mend the smaller Jeeps,
Broncos, and Toyotas for this
though. The four wheel drive
pulls the trailer to camp,
unhitches, and you're ready to
heed off to the sticks. If your
four wheeler is a pickup or one
of the larger rigs like a Blazer
or Wagoneer this is a pretty
good way to go.
So you're .hard to please.
Your four wheeler is a CJ5
jeep and will be forever.
That's a long time to be sure.
You want it along. You also
want all the goodies up to and
maybe including microwave
ovens and color TV's. Don't
despair. There is still a way.
Since the jeep is not big
enough to pull the trailer down
the road we simply put a
motor in the travel trailer ( ala
motor home) and pull the jeep
along. Jeeps make ideal "tag-
alongs" since they are lighl
and compact. Just mount 1,
'towbar on the front bumper,'
In the matter of inoto4
homes you can get just abou
anything you want. providin
the banker thinks you need i
and l-ave a decent chance o
somelay paying it off. For th
type deal we do recommen
the big engines, over 400 cubit
inches. That puts mileagt
somewhere in the seven to
nine range which is bad but
just about what you will get -
pulling many of today,
trailers with todays oarse
Trailer pullers they are noti
Motor homes come in tw4
basic varieties; the "bj
mamma's" or Gass A jo
built on a one ton truck chassiii
or bigger, and the:
a motor home built on 4
butchered van body. Either"
'one is nice. It should be''
because we are talking much:
green stuff for this type of
camping rig. Like maybe twck
years of hard labor on unioni
scale.
We don't know for sure what
_turns you on. There should bt
something in the bunch- that
makes sense:, Our camping
adventures started in a nort
'waterproof slightly "rotted
witsybitsy" Boy Scout type
iunofficiali pup tent. And dicc
it stink after the water crept in:
the humid night air. But it wag ,
fun at the time. And it was irt
keeping with the character or .
the dilapidated 1947 Jeep we
had.
Getting wiser we junked
that in favor of a good tar-
paulin tied over the top of the
cattle sides of a considerably
used cattle truck. Complete
with genuine surplus bunk
beds and lumpy mattresset.i
Not bad except for having 'tcr:,
share it with the cattle. And
they did loess it up a lot ,
quicker than it could DC.
; cleaned up.
Times have. changed.
Maybe your idea of roughing it
is spending the night in the
Holiday Inn with air con-
ditioner broke down.
,HAPPY F 0 U
WHEE LING .
_
A Good Rope And Weight Placement
Are Important Factors In Towing Boats
Sooner or later, every boat
owner is asked to tow some
other craft. In the course of a
- busy and happy season afloat,
one can expect to come upon
another craft that has engine
trouble or is out of gas, or upon
a becalmed sailboat.
Done skillfully, towing is
simple and easy, often fun.
Look at your regular.anchor
or ski tow line. Does it seem
long and strong enough to
double as a tow line? If not, be
prepared by carrying a line
that can be used for tows.
Inspect your boat and
decide where you'd affix a tow
line; Transom eyes installed
for towing water skiers are of
course ideal for other towing.









the Mercury outboard boating
authorities t suggest that you
check to see it is installed with
bolts, .not screws, and that,
there is a generous doubler
.plate under the deck to
distribute the pull into the
boat's structure well.
Your motor's prop is
probably chosen for efficiency
at normal high cruising speed.
It Ast might churn the water
if given full throttle at low
towing speed. So, feed on
_power. graduall:,. Towing a
heavy object works best when
a moderate, steady pull is
applied.
Watch the tow's behavior If
you build up to a good speed, it
may start to yaw back and
forth or to bury its nose in the
water. Such actions usually .
mean it's being towed a bit too
fast. If you're towing._ a
smaller boat, ask its. oc-
cupants to move forward or
aft to-see if the altered trim
might make the boat behave
better under tow.
Larger, heavier sailboats
are designed to move easily at _
low and'iliefr big
rudders enable them to be
controlled well when being
towed. But they just itfon't go
fast. With experience, you will
learn how various sizes and
knids of boats tend to behave
u hen under tow, and will be
able to do it in very
seamanlike manner.
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
Murray Home & Auto
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requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED iMMEDIATE
L ̀r SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AN9 NOTIFY US'N'tOM










Hum ant. Society '
 753-3535
Comprehensive
Care . . . 753-6612
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0919
Needline . . 753-NEED








1974 Triumph 111 6
air extras.
1967 Ford pickup good truck
12 ft. Mossberg Mallard
Sailboat with trailer.





_ ...and enjoy -the-beautiful







bring us yours for extra
copies. Made front any
size into any .size.
Wallet's low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
7p-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
HOUSE FOR lease.












• Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.







Aug 27 8 28 o 550 entry
fee is due by Aug . 19
/977




that bath an ear, let him
hear -what the spirit
sayeth unto the chur-
, tiles; to him that
overcometh will I give to
eat of the hidden manna,
will give him a
white stone, and in this
stone a new name
..writ1en, which no man
knoweth saving he that
receiveth it."
Revelations 22:12,
. -And, behold, I come
quickly: and my reward
is with me, to give every
• man according as his
work shall be." You are
• invited to our Bible
HORNBUCKLE BAR-









Norma Darnall left us,
August 6, 1972. The
years are passing
swiftly on, Oh! darling
daughter since you're
gone. But grief and
sorrow still.remain, our
life here isn't the same.
Although your soul is in
God's domain, and we
cannot, complain, for
when our fifes race is
run our life with you has
lust begun. On that
bright and golden shore,
where we'll never. part
no more. Forever




5 Lost And Found
LOST - Black Labrador
Retriever with white
spot on chest. Was
picked up in front of Big
John's, Murray by
-person- driving silver
Nova. Six to 8 weeks old.
Reward. Contact Jim





minimum 2 years. No










in person to Mr. L's, 309
N. 16th.
WE WANT an aggressiv e,
hard-working Used Car
Manager to lead our
troops in emptying the
whole lot. Swiftly. Know
'current car market
values ...and personnel,
too,? Here's a long-
range, high-return way













Route 8, near New City
Park-old -Benton Road.
- Call 753-9537.
HELP NEEDED to sell
Playhouse Toys now







infant at her home. Must
have references. Call
753-4445. •
study,-'115riarther NEED PART TIME cook
formation call 753-0984. and waitress, also ac-_
cepting applications for
R W. ATKIN'S management trainees.
Pro41 F1s i . _ .iwirosbn_
apartment, 1602 Olive
W terANTED - Goal Used MAPLE DINING room
HOUSEKEEPER 2 or 3
days week. SouthWest
Calloway County. Call
Max Parker, 753-2706 or
435-4444.
HELP WANTED•
Woman or couple to
work in church nursery
on Sunday and Wed-









part time, will train.
Send resume to Ledger
and Times, Box 32G.
TEACHER NEEDS
babysitter for 2'2 year
old in my home. Call 753-
-8675.
COOK. Apply at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Drive,
between 9 and 5. •
WANTED: CLEANUP
















Send resume to P.O. Box
32J. Murray, Ky.
BARYSITT1ER; 2 days a
week for 3'1 year old in




LPN TWO evenings and
two nights a week. LPN 50 GALLON TRASH
from 11 p.m.-7 a.m. barrels for sale. $4.00
Maplewood -Farms- ea-Ch at-Lynn -Grove.
' Health Care Center, 247- Call 435-4526.
0200.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WOULD ' LIKE to , buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15. Articles For Sale











for sale. Call 901-247-
3318.
USED 96 INCH, 110 watt
flourescent bulbs,
guaranteed to work, 25
cents each. Big K, call
753-8777.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, -13 cents each:
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263,
UTILITY POLE for




pre cooking, no pealing.
Does. a bushel in -3G
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
FOR ANY WOOD cutting
job, large or,small, we
have just the right saw
for you. Do it better with
a Poulan chain saw, only
e $79.95. 'Tidwell Lawn
and Garden, 303 Main
- _Street, Hazel, Ky. 492-
8147.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
bushels an hour, $9.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
WHITE OAK barrels, 50
gallon. Call 753-9983.
WESTINGHOUSE
washer and dryer, 72
Yamaha cyCle.
Wurlitzer organ, baby




















key person with ability






Owe Year Own Business! Area
Distributor for Rend McNally
Maps. No selling. Service pre-
established accounts. In-
vestment $2,500 to $12,590
secured by inventory end
equipment. Write, include
name, address, telephone end
three references to Personnel
Director, NAMCO, 39711 Mont-
clair Rd , Birmingham, Al.
35213, or coil collect (205)
170-4221
14. Want To Buy_,
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WATERFRONT LOT.





WOULD LIKE to buy
childs stove and
sefrigerator. Call after 4
pm. 4351149. •ONE ROOM efficiency
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES








209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce of one
color. 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art 0( -needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all needlearts. Time:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. ;to 9 p.m,
Sunday 1-9.
19 Farm Equipment
8N FORD, good shape.
sell. Call 753-6343.
20 Sports Equipment
SIX FOOTpool table, $75
or best offer. Call 753-
8251.
TWO 12 gauge shotguns.
One automatic, one
pump. Call 7534278.
1 9. 7 3 MASSEY
FERGUSON Model 300,
self propelled combine.
Like new condition. Call
435-4238 between 5 and 8
p.m. -
WILL _DO COMBINE






Also hardware sails and
accessories Ky. Lake




Evinrude 75 h.p. motor.
Call 753-7754.
1969 SEA KING boat.
Stick control with motor
and trailer. New trolling
motor, new battery, 3
life jackets. $750. Call '
753-7468
WOMEN:S- GOLF clubs
and carrying cart. Like










Avoid Coilly Mom, tepars
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Now .wd open*** ev*. PO
VP.. De re, Ar ., merlon_,, 0.0.1 004
41040.1001







made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









40 CHANNEL CB base
station, like new. With
power mike and an-
tenna. $275. Call 753-
6091.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-'
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
12 x 65 3 bedroom, 11/2
baths. $500 and take
over payments. Call 753-
0278.
12 x 60- WINDSOR with







12 x 60, 2 bedroom, bath,
washer and dryer. Air
conditioning. Call 753-
6811 after 6 p.m.
1973 64 x 12 DOLPHIN.




gas. Call 753-7360 or 753-
6832 after 5.
12 x 60 2 bedroom mobile
home on acre lot. Near
East Elementary.
Excellent condition.
$8500. Call 753-0827 or
436-2130.





be seen in Murray. Call
1-395-4979 after 5 p.m.
1s7 -L2 x 66 Vindate with -
large expando, super
condition. See at Riviera
Courts or call 753-3280,
before 5, or 436-5524
after 6.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE SMALL mobile
home. One -or 2 adults.
Large yard, small court.
Call 753-8216 after 5.
12 160 TRAILER. All
electric with air con-
dition. On lakefront lot.
$65 month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for




sisting ' of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house
trailer. In or near town.
Call 753-0867.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED EXTRA
nice large 3 room
apartment near
hospital, university.














SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 -x Vs at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8-
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch • Paint.
Styofoarn insulation -
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at , $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stal-es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
_office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
• ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
fing for average trailer
$60.011. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
ph_one_201-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
THREE BOYS suits, like
new. Size 18. Call 753-
, 6346.
BABY BED, mattress, 2
training chairs, bath tub
. and boys 12" trail bike.
, Call 753.3969.
200. AMP mobile home,
utility pole complete.
Also 3 hurricane straps




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767
16 Home Furnishings
1-1--M1' OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




1972 DAT.SuN, 4 door,
46,000 miles and air. 1916
watches close 'face, .20
year cases Elgin.


















limousine bull. Call 489-
2153.




Dachshund, 7 weeks old,





Boxer pups. Fawn color.
Call 522-8553, Cadiz, Ky.
40. Produce
CORN FOR SALE, 1 mile
West of the Penny Store.









_DUI& _for _pickup _Yard
sales welcome. Highway.
45 South, Mayfield, Ky.
GARAGE SALE - We're
moving. Furniture,
clothes, small ap-
pliances, radios, lots of








FIVE PANTY Yarct sate









Saturday at Green house





1977, 9 A. m. to ???
Behind East Elemen-






Story, South on 641, left




Saturday, August 6, 10





August 6 from 8-3. Next
door Thweatts Service
Station. Seven miles
North of Murray on 641.-
Baby, children, ladies








Main 9 a.m. till dark.
Saturday through
Monday. Baby bed,




100' x 360' LOTS - Two
adjoinin level lots. on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.




lots, 130 ft. of water.
Concrete boat ramp,
lentthat 




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1961
•
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Call 489-
2131.
BI-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large




trees and lovely . land-
scaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco.. .10 minutes from




the teens. For further
information on these
homes, call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to sge our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
<KKOPPERUDREALTY
"Your Key To floppy
House Hunting"
711 Main 753-1222
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 31/2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty', 901
Sycamore, 753-7724. '
'TICE REDUCED $3,000











78 ACRE FARM with
approximately 62 ten-
dahle acres. Also 25
ACRES with over 1300
Het of highway frontage
and priced at' $15,000.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home and 23 acres,
priced in the 40's and a
good buy.
ANOTHER CHOICE
LISTING_ - 3 bedroom
home and 12 acres.
Located 71/2 miles from
Murray. Large pole
barn on property and all
acreage fenced. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222 for information on









is for the person that is
looking to the future.




1616 KIRK WOOD -
Brand new 3 bedroom, 2












$47,900. Call today for an
appointment to see this
attractive home. Boyd
Majors Real Estate, 105
N. 12th St., 753-8080.
$1.000.00 OFF - Good buy
at original price, but a
$1,000.00 reduction
makes it a real bargain.
Owner is leaving
Murray and wants a
bqyer now. A 3 bedroom,
2 &II baths, washer and
dryer and range in-
cluded. Walking
distance to University,
high - school and
elementary schools.
Over 1500 ft. of living
area for only $30,000.00.
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222 now for more
information. -
BOAT-A-LOT? BUY A
LOT! This is one of the
few good Ky. Lake
waterfront lots left. It
has approximately 160
ft. of water frontage
with good year round
water depth. Beautifully
wooded and just off
paved road, owner has












140 ACRES of farmland
plus approximately 45
acres usable for income
producing business..
Located in south east
part of the county. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray
753-0101 or 753-7531.
46. Homes For Sale
A FRAME HOUSE, 4
rooms downstairs and 2
upstairs with large lot.
215 South 11th. Call 753-
0833.
BY OWNER - im-
mediate possession, nice
3 bedroom brick, on
shaded corner lot. Near
University and schools,
large living room, den
with Franklin fireplace,
kitchen and dining area
with stove and dish-




nice patio and grill,
girden. A quality home,
priced to sell, $32,900.
Call 753-7477 after 5 p.m..
• 
OLDER FRAME house
'with 5 acres. Also 5 acre
lot. Call 492-8178.
Time For A Change?
Country living only 2 miles from Murray in this 3
bedroom home with large den and fireplace.
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46 Homes For Sale
EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house con-
venient to school. This 2
story house is just right
for a large family.











house in country on 3
acres. 61/2 miles S. E. of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173.
PRICE REDUCED - 9
year old, 2 story, 3,000
plus square feet, 17





baths, carpet, 2 out-
buildings, fenced
pasture and hog pen. See
to appreciate. 7 miles






Shores, 3 bedroom, 1%





fireplace. Lots of closets
and storage. 3 car
garage, finished and pan-
neled with full bath and
pull down stainvay in
garage. Has large lot with
separate deed. WI sell
with or without extra lot.
House is 7 years old.
$41,500.00 for house and
lot or $44,500.00 with
the extra lot. Phone 753-
7940 or 436-2181
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick and stone. Four
miles North on US 641.
Shown by appointment.
Call 753-5288.

















Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1973 350 HONDA with
helmet. Excellent
condition. Call 492-8644.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1971 HONDA 750. Custom
paint. Harley tire and




mounted on 4 white
spoke wheels. 10-15,
$200. Shakespeare GBS,
2500 CB 23 channel,
antenna and PA system,
$85. Monroe air shocks,
150Th. $35. Call 753-0297.
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1976 MONTE CARLO,




One of the Purchase Areas most progressive ac-
counting firms is seeking a person with a high
degree of secretarial and bookkeeping skills,
Position reports directlY to manager of operations.
Some college and practical experience helpful.
Downtown location, 'paid parking, employee
benefits program.
Please send resume, handwriting sample and
particulars to L McWherter, Office Manager.
Tom E. Shirley CPA, 509 Main Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071
• STELLA-KIRKSEY ROAD
3 bedroom brick on 11/2 acres, antenna, garage,
pull-down stairs, fruit trees. Share storage
building with a neighbor. Price $30,000.
Year business is easy, @predated at ROUSTS NAM.
NOY, 101615 753.374 PAT 11116110116 436-2174 MIA MN. 75344
RAY 199515 434.5419 MIS 50144 753-2417 MA He 753446
PATSY 411 7534374 1.C. CORE 7534122 IAN ONO 753-414
412 Swab 124 Street rheas 711441
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1976 ½ TON Chevy
Silverado with air and
power, CB, paneled and
carpeted topper. Plus
lots of extras. $4750. Call
759-1208.
1968 TAN SUPER Beetle,
VW. Good mechanical
condition. $800. Call 753-
0753 after 6 p.m.
1949 114 TON Ford truck
for sale. Excellent
condition. Call 753-4590




and air. Factory mags,
new tires, blue with
black vinyl. Must sell.
$1000. Call 753-8631.
1977 DATSUN. Selene
reliable to take over




pickup. Call after 5, 753-
0838.
1 1968 VW, good condition.
Good gas mileage. $600.
Call 767-6159.
1973 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive, 3,4 ton truck. Call
753-5532.
1968 BUICK Electra, fully
equipped, loaded. Open
Road camper and a boat
trailer. Call 753-5334.
1962 CHEVROLET, 409,




1975 VW with sun roof,
new tires, new valve job.








Super clean. Joy to
drive. $4750 firm, Call
753-6202 after 4.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206. -










1974 MACH I, power, air,
wheels. Extra nice.
Must sell. Call 753-9988.
1977 RABBIT, 4 speed, 2
door, excellent con-
dition. Call after 6 p. m.
753-0745.
1963 CHEVY MALIBU.
1966 Bnick Skylark. Call
753-8424 after 4 p.m.
1968 FORD LTD
Brougham, automatic,
double power and air.
Real nice. Call 753-1874
after 4 p.m.
1968 INTERNATIONAL,
panel truck, V-8, 4




The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small
long as they meet the
fr.' Ads must
fr.• No
5.''' No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified
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49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1974 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be










air, AM-FM Stereo - 8










wide mudders. Roll bar.
$4600. 1969 Chevelle SS,
327 engine, $700. Call
436-2332.
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1973 V.W. station wagon,
$850. 1966 Ford pickup,
with new paint job, $600.
1966 Mustang, $350. Call
753-8780.




5570. Also 1 girls 20"
bicycle.
1970 MONTE CARLO, no
air, $875. Call 753-9834.
1971 V.W. Super Beetle,
tan, with air con-
ditioning, very good
condition. 6,000 miles on
rebuilt engine done by
Pearson's Enterprises
in Murray. NADA'S blue
book price, $1275.00. Our










terior, • air, power
• steering and brakes. Tilt
wheel. Cruisamatic,









One owner., Call 753-
9240.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green. -
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.




1917 TOYOTA Celica -







9244421 at Round Oak







must sell. Call 7516343.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p. m.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
END OF SUMMER Sale.
- All 1977 Starcraft and
Fan Campers, only a
few left in stock. Whites
Camper Sales, East 94
Highway. Four miles







25 FT. TRAVEL trailer,








actually large enough to
live in. Only been used
10 to 12 times and only as
a camper. $3500 about





124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
51 Serves Offerer:1
NEED TREES cut, or





FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
FIXED UNTIL
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Mar-
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your




Quality That Will Please
So. 9th 753-5719
OWNERS TRANSFERRED
Owner's have just reduced price $2,000 and want
offer on this pretty 3 bedroom house in the coun-
try with a big 2 acre lot. Central electric heat and
air, 2 baths, large family room with firtbplace.
Decorated with custom made draperies, very at-














ficient service. NO Job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
-ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
























steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July











roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 .after 5
or weekends.
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air con-












437-4533 or after 8 p.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor












Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears




WILL HAUL LIME or








,-436-2712 after 6 p.m.
WILL SIT or stay with


















BABYSITTING 5 days a
week. Pottertown Road
area. Call 436-5375.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home, days. Two years





without chemicals, poisons, sprays or electrocution!
• ,
: ooal oes1 .1, • •
,t draws bugs
away horn where yOu are
,ay,ng swirmrIng. etc A
:.atented aerodynarroc flow
propels bugs ,nto the bas"
and they perish -
Complete unit $3795
PIESTOUTE The
7{1r.' eit Murray Home



















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x









dow glass and glass





54 Free Co m n
ONE LONG HAIRED:
grey and white male
kitten, one black female.
Call 753-8761. ,
MEDIUM SIZE female
dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
FREE SEVEN part
Cocker Spaniel puppies.
About 6 weeks old. Call
753-5764.
SIX WEEK old half
shepherd half collie




dc:r Ford lawn tractors
'
I mow and tow
We have the rugged lawn
aa"
tractors that do your mow-
ing and other yard jobs
with ease.
Fuid Countr y...Better ideas right in
your own back yard:
MURRAY FORD TRACTOR
753-9482 520 South 4th
No. I Portrait
Studio
Hwy 641 S 4 Mlles S of Murray
WE SPECIALIZE IN HEAVY BRUSH OIL
1. $75.00 16 x 20 introductory offer -
just $19.95
2. The one color that never fades
3. 7 Coats of heavy oil on each face
4. No money until you are satisfied
5. We will give you a 5 x 7 or a 6 x 14
print & frame just for viewing ow
more than 50 samples of ow work
6. Absolutely no obligation on vow
part
7. Now accepting appointments for
Aug. & Sept.
IIE
This Home on 4 Acres
If you want one of the finer homes in the area,
see this tri-level 4 bedroom, 2 baths home near
Elementary School, on high school bus route and
4 minutes from University. This home is
beautifully decorated throughout with large
living room, dining room, kitchen, breakfast
nook and 13' x 26' recreation room with built-in
book shelves, fireplace and sliding doors to patio,_ _
Many more amenities.
2 bedroom house with basement and garage on
school bus route. Extra lot 140' X 180' 4 miles
from Murray on route 121. Plenty of garden
space or a place for that pony for the children.
Let us show this today. Low 20's.
More than 100 choice building lots at popular
prices. Located in various parts of Calloway
County. Residential and commerical. The
present prices cannot be guaranteed in-
definietely. Get your lot now.
3 Bedroom brick home 3 miles from downtown
Murray in good subdivision. Large lot, nice
wood-frame storage building. If you like the out-
doors with city conveniences . Call us for ap-
pointment.Priced in 30's.
A going business, grocery store restaurant and
gas station. Located 5 miles from Murray on 121.
Building has apartment upstairs. Grounds
suitable for mobile home hook-up. Can be pur-
chased with or without a mobile home Call for
details.
Ready to move into. Mobile home and furniture.
Excellent condition, furnishing like new. Large
lot, 'a miles off route 280. Musthe seen to be ap-
preciated. Priced to sell.





Connie Wilson Forost Shoulders Fulton Young
" ;.41:-.14ffrormr,111-
4




Tom Stephenson, age 47, of
Route One, Palmersville,
Tenn., died at two p.m. Friday
at the Henry County General
Hospital in Paris.
Stephenson is survived by
his mother, Mary Mitchell
Stephenson, of Route One,
Palmersville, and a brother,
Charles Stephenson, of
Murray.,
Funeral services will be at
the Old Bethel Baptist Church
near Palmersville at two p.m.
Sunday, with Bro. Dn ayne
Erbin officiating. Burial will
be in the Fairview Cemetery.
The Bolden Funeral Home





Mrs. Willie Erie Opal)
Glover of Hardin Route One
died Friday at eleven a. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 77 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Owens Chapel
Baptist Church. Bern -March
23, 1900, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of _the
late Frederick Mortimer
Youngblood and Ada Mae
Abernathy Youngblood.
Mrs. Glover is survived by
her husband, Willie (Bill)
Glover, Hardin Route One;
two daughters, Mrs. Leon
iMary) McKell, South Tenth
Street, Murray, and Mrs. R. J.
Shirley) McDougal, Almo
Route One; two sons, Jack and
John W. Glover, Almo Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Dewey
(Attie) Cole, Paducah; seven
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
One son, W. F. Glover, died
on February.8 of this year.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.




Daniel Shonse, age 66.
Carrsville, died Thursday at
six p m. at Salem Hospital,
Salem.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Laverne Shouse; his
mother, Mrs. Laura Shouse,
Carrsville: his son, Danny
Shouse, Marion; his.daughter,
Mrs. Ann Elizabeth
Lawrence, Salem; two step-
sons, Jackie Hodge, Salem,
and .James Hedge, Spruce
Creek, Penn.; two sisters,
Mrs. Iola Maupin, Murray,
and Mrs. Francis Lou Gillett,
Chicago; three brothers,
BradburnShouse, Marion,
Paul Shouse, Carrsville, and
Ben Shouse, Lola, and seven
grandchildren.
Services will be conducted
at two m. today at the
chapel oft the Boyd Funeral
Home, Salem. The Revs.
Melvin Bell and Earl'
Champion will officiate and
burial will be in Carrsville
Cemetery.




The Grace Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the
10:45 a. m. and 6:30 p. m.
services on Sunday, August 7.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent.
Directing the music will be
John F. Wood with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Nursery workers on Sunday
;sill be Fay Tefft, Gail Work-
man, Freda Jones, Terri
Downey, and Bonnie Hale.
Bus driver for the month of
August is John Smritherinan,
phone 753-3410.
The deacons will meet
Monday at seven p. in. and the
monthly business meeting of
the church w4 be held
Wednesday 'at 7 -30 p. in.
.Revivalservices-will be held
August 14-21 with the Rev.




Mrs. Novella Robertson, 75,
Route Seven, died this mor-
ning at her home.
Mrs. Robertson is survived
by her husband, Gus
Robertson, Sr.;,two
daughters, Mrs. Jo Elkins,
Murray, and Mrs. Martha
Ellison, Louisville; one son,
Gus Robertson, Jr., Route
Seven; six sister's, Mrs.
Johnnie Enoch, Paris, Mrs.
Stella Furches, Mrs. Eula
Crawford, and Mrs. Opal
Graham, all of Murray, Mrs.
Chris Boyd of Mayfield, and
Mrs. Marguerite Webb 01
Apopka, Fla.; and one
brother, Euin Swann of
Murray.
Several grandchildren also
survive. Mrs. Robertson was a
member of the First Baptist
Church here. She was the
daughter of John
Breckinridge Swann and Alice
Key Swann, and was born in
Calloway County.
Funeral services will be
held at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Chapel at 2:30 p.m.
Monday. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the J.H.





The First Baptist Church
will hold regular worship
services on Sunday, August 7,
at 10:45 a. m. and seven p. m.
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Bill Whittaker, as the speaker.
"The Church Of What's
Happening Now" will be the
morning sermon topic with
scripture from Ephesians
2:19-22. The evening subject
will be "Love, God's Style"
with Ephesians 3:14-18 as the
scripture.
Dr. Paul Lyons, deacon of
the week, and Bill Wilson,
minister of youth, will assist in
the services.
The minister of music,
Wayne Halley, will direct the
music and the adult choir for
the special songs at both
services. Mrs. Linda Wright
will sing a solo, "The Cor-
nerstone," at the morning
service, and • Mrs. Margery
Shown will sing a solo, -Teach
Me To Pray, Lord," at the
evening service. Mrs. Joan
Bowker will be organist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. Youth After-Church
Fellowship will be held at the
Hussung home with all youth
grades 7-12 invited and the
Montana team members are
especially invited to bring
their pictures and slides.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mesdames Vaughn
Vandegrift, Van Waugh,
Terry Denton, Max Beale,
Don Blalock, Calvin Morris,
and Allen Russell, Misses
Beverly Robinson, Mary
Morris, Angie McDougal, and
Lisa Ru.ssell, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
Dr. David Roos To
Speak Sunday For
Christian Church
The Rev. Dr. David Roos
will speak on the subject,
"Nails of the •Cross" at the
10:45 a. m. services on Sun-
day, August 7, at the First
Christian Church ( Disciples of
Christ). This will be Dr. Roos'
first Sunday here since June
26.
Margaret Porter will be
choir director and Jane Prince
will be organist. Ruth Perkins
will be worship leader with
Patrice Fleming as candle
lighter. Greeters will be Mrs.
Ed Diuguid, Jr., and Mrs.
Clyde Jones. Elders serving
will be - Del Fleming and
Auburn Wells. Voris Wells,
Jim Boone, Ken Kellar, and
Fred Wells will serve as
deacons. Frank Roberts will
be official church visitor for
the coming • week:
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of Stephen Michael
Underwood by his brother',
Robert Underwood.
Sunday Sol will be held
at 9:30 a. m. and youth groups




A. L. Harbin, a former
missionary to Southeast
Asia, will speak at the six p.
111. services on Sunday, August
7, at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Gene Paul
King will read the scripture
from Mark 16:15-16.
The evening song service
will be led by Jerry Bolls with
the, announcements by
Tommy Carraway. Prayers
will be by Joe Thornton and
Jerry Fulton.
Speaker at the 43:30 and
10:40 a. in. services on Sunday
will be Mark Pugh who will
soon be working %kith Bro.
John Dale fulltime at the
church. Bro. Dale is in a
revival at a church in Graves
County this week. Bro. Pugh's
scripture • will be from John
3:14-17.
Assisting in the morning
services will be Tommy
Carraway, Alan Jones,
Thomas Schroader, Owen
Mosley, Gene Roberts, Earl
Nanny, Jerry Bolls, Jimmy
Ragsdale, Willie Francis, and
Huie Suiter.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Leemon Nix, E.
C. Wallin, Paul Kelly, and
Kenneth Grogan. Joe Thorn-
ton, Noah Wheatley; Max
Walker, and Bernice Wilferd
will serve 4en the Extension
--Department. Teen nursery
helper will be Lynne Johnson.
Bible study will be held at
9 : 40 a. m. Sunday. •
Serving The Lord's Supper
during August will be Billy
Nix, Bill Gargus, Edward
Thomas, Herman 1.assiter,
Garry Evans, Doris • Scar-
brough, Leon Adams, Em-
manuel Manners, Mike
- Gough, Eulice Moubray,
Jerry Howard, and Jon T.
Carpenter.
Nursery attendants for
August will be See Steele,





chester, and Susan Sammons.
August .bus drivers will be
Jim Spurlock, - Jon T. Car-
penter, Dale Chadwick, and
Bob Miller.
MUSIC EVANGELIST, MIKE
LEE, will be presented in
concert Sunday, August 7 at
7:00 p. m. at the Memorial
Baptist Church, Tenth and
Main. Lee, a native of
Southeast Missouri now re-
sides in the plains of North-
east Nebraska. His full-time
ministry in music has taken
him to 13 states. The concert
at Memorial comes toward
the end of an eight week
summer tour and will be Mr.
Lee's first appearance in
Murray.
WILLIAM MASON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING
Reunion was held this weekend at Kenlake State Park Hotel.
Reunions of the nurses from classes held at the Mason Hospital,
Murray, from 1915 to 1945 gathered here for the event. The last
reunion was held two years ago. Pictured, left to right, front row,
Cyrene Garrett Hall, 1926 Orelia Woods Powell, 1930, Mable Harris
Hoskinsen, Helen Anderson Adelson, 1940, Hazel Climer Hickok,
1941, Beatrice Barton Hughes, 1934, Blanch Johnson, 1934, Elizabeth
Baum Bernard, 1940; standing, Howard Ferguson D. D. 1942, Evelyn
H. W. Brooks And
Willard Alls Will
Speak At Church
Speakers at the University
Church of Christ on Sunday
will be H. W. Brooks at 10:30 a.
m. and. Willard Ails at six p.
m. in the absence of the
regular preacher, Bro.
Kenneth Hoover, who will be
engaged in a gospel meeting
at -New Johnsonville, To.,
during the coming week.
Alio. Brooks will have as his
scripture Romans 12:1-10 to be
read by Hamp Brooks, and
Bro. Ails' scripture will be
Hebrews 11:1-8 to be read by
Mark Ails.
Steve Cochrum will be song
director and Leroy Eldrdge
willmake the announcements__
Prayers will be led by Bill




Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jack Silson,
Bob Melugin, and Larry Dunn.
Serving the congregation will
be Hamp W. Brooks. Sherill
Gargus, Rob Gingles. J. H.
Nix, J. P•.- Parker, and flout
Like..
Handshakers will be Tom
Ballard, Dwain Taylor, and
Robert Hendon.
Bible Study will be held at
Se:30 a. m. Sunday.
The Family Bible School
will be held at the church
August 14-18 with the August
14th study set for six p tn.
until 7:30 p. m. and the
remaining sessions from
seven p. m. to 8:30 p. In.
Anderson Jordon CRNA 1942, Arthur Peterson CRNA 1942, Mildred
Gatte,n 1942, Mercedes Maiden Adams 1941, Evererd Hicks CRNA
1941, Evelyn DuBooey Frye 1941, ICathryn Gatten Stringer 1941, Robbie
Sykes -Littlejohn 1941, VVillis Hickok CRNA- 1940, Esther Halvorson
Lassiter 1932, Myrtle Ann Brassington CRNA 1940, Esther May Rose
1940, Helen Ashly Kugel 1943, Normal Brodersen Petersen 1944,
Nellie Burke Schroerlucke 1944. Present but not pictured were Morris
Maddox 1938, Mable Wog Milburn 1941, and Ruth Cove Hannon
1943.
Elm Grove Church Plans Revival Methodist Church To Hear Musical
The Rev. Eugene Reynolds,
pastor of the Oakland Avenue.
Baptist Church, Catlettsburg,
ill be the evangelist at the
rcaval services to be held at
the Elm Grove Baptist
Church, Highway 94 East,
starting Monday, August 8,
and continuing through
Sunday, August 14.
Services will be held at 7:30
each evening, and the public is
invited to attend, according to
the church pastor, the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins. A nursery will
Rev. Eugene Reynolds
be provided for each service.
Rev. Reynolds started
preaching while serving with
67 U. S. Navy in 1953 and was
ordained in 1954. He is a
graduate of Cumberland
College, Georgetown College,
and has his B. D. and Master
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
356.9, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.8, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.8,
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.9, down 0.2.
Sunset 8:00. Sunrise 6:06.
of Divinity degrees from the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.
The guest preacher has
served on the Kentucky
Baptist Executive Board for
two terms, served the Ken-
tucky Baptist Pastor's con-
ference as secretary, and




musical based on the
Beatitudes and written by
Buryl Red, will be presented
at the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, on Sunday, August 7,
at seven p. m.
Special performers for the
musical will be the twenty-five
members of the Lambuth
Memolial United Methodist
Presbyterians To Hear Rev. Morton
The Rev. Fred Morton ot the
United Campus Ministry will
speak on the subject, "No
Shortcuts to -Glory," at the
10:45 a. m. service on Sunday,
August _7, at the First
Presbyterian Church. His
scripture will be from Miirk
10:35-40.
Kathy Mowery will be the
choir director and Pat Mc-
Cormick will be organist.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a. m.
The session meeting of the
church will be held Tuesday,
August 9, at two p. m. and all
members are urged to attend.
Announcement was made of
the workday at the church
manse on Saturday, August
13, from nine a. m. to noon.
Members are requested to
bring rags to wash windows
and tools to work on the out-
side, a church spokesman
said.
Church Youth Choir fron
Jackson, Tn., with Roi
Sampson, director of musil
and education at the church a
musical director.
The public is invited, t
attend the musical, a churc'
spokesman said. Members o
the choir will be guests of th
youth of Murray church at
snack supper at 5:30 p. rn
Sunday.
Holy Communion will b
celebrated by the church a
both morning services at 8:4
and 10:50 on Sunday. Kare
Jackson will be soloist, Pau
Shahan will direct the musk
and Bea Farrell will b
organist.
Church School will be hel
between the morning service:
A piece of human skin I
size of a quarter and only
20th of an inch thick contain:
yard of blood vessels, fc
yards of nerves, up to 1,:
nerve ends, 100 sweat glar






IT'S SUMMERMVIE AND THE DODGE
DEALS ARE EASY.
DODGE ASPEN WAGON.
sum, .s here And your Dodge Dealer s teaily
dealin on all the great Dodge cars and trucks m
stocl. Dodges She the handsome Aspen wagon
t-mt,1 .1 appeared on the scene some wagons .were
either too b.g lo maneuver easly or too small
to .carry tql loads Aspen changed all that with a
unctoe size all is own A cargo capacity and a `
Smooth ride rivaling those ol Some larger wagons 
. Color-keyed carpeting
And Aspen's easy to maneuver too With four-door
ComlOrl and roam 10 spare Plus a long list 01
standa•d rnal.Jrp, mcl,r1mg•
Power front disc ,reer-drurn brakes
Electronic Ignition
Transverse torsion-bar front 'suspension
Unibody construction
Factory antirust protection
Durable vinyl bench seat
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore
in with meetings at six p in. school in the integration of environmental education into their classroom instruction.
`4600440 - ^4M.."31.1 1 1111 M91MILliirgrARM-9-
"".̀ F"hfIX-111C2g61111."` ikt
CONSERVATION WORKSHOP — Two element,,, teachers in the Calloway County
system were among those enrolled in a conservation workshop at Murray State
University July 19-Aug. 4. They are Mac Coleman
Suzanne Schroader, Nortlt, Calloway Elementars They are shown with Wayne
(Wit East Calloway Elementary, and
Williams, associate professor in the Department of Instruction and Learning and the
workshop director. Offered as a credit course entitled Techniques of Teaching Con-
servation, the workshop is designed to assist tear hers front kindergarten through high
Dodge
753-0632
-
rAtiLildr,—
